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SUMMARY 
The original Space Shuttle concept envisioned a minimum size fleet of fully reusable 
first and second stage rocket powered launch vehicles to carry a large number of 
payloads to orbit each year. This concept, entirely different than previous launch 
vehicles, imposes new requirements on the serviCing disconnects (umbilicals). 
First of all, the umbilical hardware must be reusable. This includes protection from 
the environments of engine exhaust and reentry heating as well as from contamination 
carried by the air. It also includes design features making refurbishment rapid and 
inexpensive. 
Secondly, the umbilicals must be easily and rapidly engaged. This includes reducing 
the number of servicing disconnects to a minimum, combining them into a minimum 
number of integral carriers, reducing the weight and complexity of the carriers, and 
providing built-in handling means to allow rapid engagement without additional equip-
ment, and with a minimum of personnel. This rapid engagement with a minimum of 
personnel is necessary in order to minimize impact on the rapid ground turnaround 
and minimum crew size inherent in the basic Space Shuttle concept. ' 
Thirdly, and again to minimize ground turnaround time and ground crew, the engage-
ment of umbilicals must be easy to verify. This includes visual checks, leak checks 
of fluid and gas couplings, and continuity checks of electrical disconnects. 
And last, but not least, the inherent reliability of the umbilicals must be increased. 
At this point in time this last item must be judged on a qualitative basis. Certainly, 
reducing the number of disconnects, using a minimum number of carriers, and making 
the maximum number of disconnects pre-flight (rather than in-flight) are steps in the 
right direction on a qualitative analysis basis. 
For this study, a specific Space Shuttle configuration was chosen for definition of 
umbilicals; i. e., the B9U booster configuration of the Convair Aerospace Division of 
General Dynamics and the 161C orbiter configuration of North American Rockwell. 
Both of these vehicles were fully reusable fly-back stages using L02/LH2 main pro-
pulSion propellants. More specWca1ly, the study centered on the booster fuel dis-
connect (umbilical) panel and the orbiter integrated umbilical carrier that contained 
20 servicing couplings, all of which could be disconnected prior to engine start. The 
booster fuel disconnects are required to be connected to maintain ground control and 
to drain propellants in the event of an on-pad abort. Rather than introduce an addi-
tional failure mode associated with having to re-engage the disconnects remotely, they 
are to be disconnected by vehicle motion at liftoff. 
xi 
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Since the orbiter services being considered need not be connected in the event of an 
abort, this umbilical carrier has been defined as a preflight umbilical. By discon-
necting and verifying disconnect prior to committing to flight, a critical failure mode 
is eliminated. 
This study was conducted in four basic phases: 1) literature and hardware examina-
tion; 2) concept development; 3) concept evaluation and tradeoff analysis; and 4) selected 
concept design. 
The concept selected for design for the booster fuel panel incorporates the following 
salient features: 
a. The couplings are riseoff type and separate in the direction of flight as a direct 
result of vehicle motion. 
b. The couplings incorporate dynamic slip seals to accommodate vertical relative 
motion of the vehicle due to wind, propellant loading, engine firing, and cutoff 
(abort). 
c. Hazardous fluid couplings incorporate dual seals to enable leak verification and 
to conduct primary seal leakage to safe disposal. 
d. The ground carrier is powered up and down with screw jacks to allow retraction 
during vehicle erection onto the launcher and to rapidly engage the carrier, in-
cluding all of the couplings and disconnects, after vehicle erection. 
e. The carrier has built-in lateral freedom of motion with guide pins to align it to 
the vehicle carrier during engagement. The lateral freedom also allows tracking 
of vehicle horizontal relative motion due to Wind, propellant loading, engine firing, 
and cutoff (abort). 
f. The ground carrier has a pneumatically actuated blast shield to protect it from 
engine exhaust during launch. 
g. The couplings have individual debris protection poppets to limit the contamination 
from particles borne by the air to the immediately accessible portion of the dis-
connect for ease in refurbishment. 
h. The couplings and adjacent lines incorporate provisions for automation of the leak 
check verification task. 
The concept selected for design for the orbiter integrated umbilical carrier incor-
porates the following salient features: 
a. The couplings are ball and cone (seal design) type and separate in a direction per-
pendicular to the direction of flight. 
b. All couplings are contained in a single carrier that is attached to the vehicle by a 
single locking device. None of the couplings incorporate individuallocldng devices. 
xii 
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c. The locldng device is a collet designed to allow it to be locked with the carrier 
held far enough away from the vehicle so that the couplings are not touching. 
d. A manually operated gear-driven system translates the locldng device and four 
corner guide pins to maintain the ground carrier in alignment with the vehicle 
carrier while the carrier and all couplings are engaged Simultaneously. 
e. A spring counterbalanced boom system provides support of the dead weight of the 
ground carrier, couplings, and attached hoses during manual engagement of the 
buide pins and collet locldng device. 
f. The counterbalanced boom also supplies pneumatically derived forces to retract 
the ground carrier away from the vehicle after collet release and carrier ejection. 
Ejection is by pneumatic cylinders in the carrier guide pins. 
g. The couplings have individual debris protection poppets to limit the contamination 
from particles borne by the air to the immediately accessible portion of the dis-
connect for ease in refurbishment. 
The detail design goal has been to reduce the time required to engage and verify all of 
the Space Shuttle umbilicals to an elapsed time of less than one hour, while at the same 
time reducing the number of personnel required to a minimum. 
xiii 
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This document reports the activities of a technology study c.onducted by the Convair 
Aerospace Division of General Dynamics Corporation (GDCA) and funded by the 
Kennedy Space Center of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA 
KSC). This study contract, NAS10-7702, was entitled Umbilical Connect Techniques 
Improvement, and covered the period from 1 July 1971 through 1 May 1972. 
The stated objective of this study was to develop concepts, speCifications, deSigns, 
techniques, and procedures capable of Significantly reducing the time required to 
connect and verify umbilicals for ground services to the space shuttle. The desired 
goal was to reduce the current time requirement of several shifts for the Saturn V / 
Apollo to an elapsed time of less than one hour to connect and verify all of the space 
shuttle ground service umbilicals. 
The study plan for this task was divided into four phases: 
• Literature and Hardware Examination 
• Concept Development 
• Concept Evaluation and Tradeoff Analysis 
• Selected Concept DeSign 
The literature and hardware examination phase consisted of detailed reviews of draw-
ings, specifications, procedures, unsatisfactory condition reports, and hardware. 
Primary emphasis was placed on Saturn IB/Apollo, Saturn V /Apollo, Atlas/Centaur, 
and Titan mc. In addition, interviews were conducted with operations personnel 
directly associated with umbilical hardware on the above mentioned programs. 
These reviews were conducted with the purpose of understanding the good and bad 
features of current and past umbilical hardware. With this understanding, the follow-
ing three phases of the program were enhanced. The results of these reviews are 
presented in tabular format in Section 3, Literature and Hardware Review. 
The concept development phase generated candidate umbilical concepts for the follow-
ing categories of components, subsystems, and handling systems: 
• Couplings 
Cryogenic 
High Pressure Pneumatic and Hydraulic 
Low Pressure Pneumatic, H20 Glycol and JP-5 
1-1 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Locldng and Release Devices 
Engaging Mechanisms 
Electrical Connectors 
Booster Umbilical Carriers 
Booster Umbilical Handling Concepts (3) 
Orbiter Umbilical Handling Concepts (3) 
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In order to provide a baseline for these concepts, a requirements document was pre-
pared based on the North American-Rockwell/General DynamiCS - Convair Space 
Shuttle configuration that was current as of the beginning date of the study contract. 
The particular vehicle deSignators used were B9U for the booster, and 161C for the 
orbiter. One of the initial program ground-rules established was that this study plan 
would not respond to perturbations or variations in space shuttle evolving configura-
tions. 
The requirements further reflect a narrowing of scope to a consideration of only a fuel 
(LH2) umbilical disconnect panel for the B9U booster and an integrated preflight um-
bilical disconnect panel (including both L02 and LH2) for the 161C orbiter. While the 
handling and carrier concepts were generated for these two applications only, other 
applications and transferability of results were kept in mind to avoid deadended con-
figurations. 
The particular umbilical requirements which were generated for use are presented 
in Section 2, Requirements for Servicing Disconnect Concepts. The candidate con-
cepts generated for evaluation are presented in Section 4, Concept Development. The 
concepts presented do not contain detail dimensions or analyses. They were developed 
only to the extent necessary to allow evaluation and tradeoff. 
The concept evaluation and tradeoff analysis phase examined the various concepts 
generated in the concept development phase. This comparison was accomplished in 
matrix fashion by establiShing the evaluation parameters (criteria) and weighting fac-
tors., Each of the concepts were evaluated on a comparative basis and the evaluation 
factors were totaled to arrive at final recommendations for the concepts. The results 
of this analysiS are presented in Section 5, Concept Evaluation and Tradeoff Analysis. 
Section 6, Selected Concept Requirements Definition provides a summary of the evalua-
tion factors determined in Section 5, and indicates the various concepts selected for 
more detailed design. This summary illustrates the optimum design features that 
should be attained in the design. This section also provides an amplification of the 
salient features of each of the selected concepts. While this report does not contain 
1-2 
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the detail design drawings completed during the selected concept design phase, Appen-
dices A and B list the numbers of the drawings which are available under separate 
cover. Appendix C contains pretinent calculation sheets. 
GnCA was assisted in this study effort by the Florida Operations of Chrysler Corpora-
tion under Subcontract Number PO-70-00004. This subcontract covered the same 
period as the NASA KSC study contract. 
1-3 
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SECTION 2 
REQUIREMENTS FOR SERVICING DISCONNECT CONCEPTS 
2.1 BOOSTER SERVICING DISCONNECT PANEL REQUIREMENTS 
The services required in a typical booster fuel servicing disconnect panel are pre-
sented inTable 2-1. 
Table 2-1. Servicing Disconnect Panel Requirements 
Nominal 
Item Nominal Operating 
No. Description Size Conditions 
1 LH2 Fill and Drain 10 in. 90 psig 
2 Hydrocarbon Fuel Fill and Drain 2 - 3 in. 150 psig 
3 GH2 Fill (attitude Propulsion System 1 in. 1000 psig 
Accumulator & Prepressurization) 
4 GRe Fill 1 in. 3700psig 
5 GN2 Ground Purge Vehicle Cavities 4 in. 150 psig 
6 Electrical Ground Power LH2 24 kW 115V 
Recirculation 400 Hz 3 phase 
7 Data Bus 12 - No. 12 
8 Electrical Ground Power Avionics 40 kW 115V 
400 Hz 3 phase 
9 Hydraulic Pressure 2 in. 2300 psig 
10 Hydraulic Return 2 in. 2300 psig 
2.2 BOOSTER DESIGN REQUIREMENTS 
The following are design requirements that apply to a typical booster fuel servicing 
disconnect panel: 
a. Temperature. (maximum. during boost and reentry). Base heat shield 
area = 22100Rj tail area. fuselage above wing = 1110oR. 
b. Redundancy. After lift-off initiation - Fail Operational/Fail Operational for 
critical functions. Prior to liftoff - Fail Operational/Fail Safe with failure 
detection. 
2-1 
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c. Alignment. Uncertainty in location and alignment of airborne disconnects with 
respect to fixed launcher base prior to umbilical system engagement, ± 2.0 
inches and ± 1/2 degree in any direction. 
d. Relative Motion. Movement of the airborne disconnects with respect to the fixed 
launcher base after system engagement and during transport, Wind, propellant 
loading, engine start and cutoff, ± 1. 0 inch in any direction. This amount of 
relative motion is based on the baseline B9U booster configuration with a short, 
stiff load path between the airborne umbilical carrier and the booster holddown 
and release arms. '£he holddown arms and the support pedestal also are stiff 
structures. It is recognized that other booster configurations might result in a 
requirement to accommodate larger relative motions. Accommodating thes,e 
larger values can easily be done Simply by scaling up the length of the disconnects 
and allOWing greater sidewise freedom in the parallelogram linkage for the panel 
carrier. 
e. Disconnect pressures. Internal fluid pressure and electrical power removed before 
disconnect. (Except for hydraulic disconnects.) 
f. Leakage. Provide leak detection of primary dynamic seals. Provide disposal of 
H2 and JP dynamic seal leakage • 
g. Icing. Cryogenic connector critical areas shall be protected to prevent iCing. 
This may be accomplished either by insulating the coupling adequately to raise 
the exterior surface temperature above the freezing point of the water vapor con-
densate, by purging the cold surfaces with an inert, dry, and non-condensable 
gas (such as nitrogen or helium), or a combination of these. The intent of this 
requirement is to avoid the build-up of an accumulation of solid ice which has a 
tendency to prevent coupling or carrier s,eparation. It is further intended that 
none of the couplings/carriers will require reconnect shortly after ejection. It 
is therefore not required to prevent ice build-up on a coupling/carrier after 
ejection. 
h. Purges. Provide inert environment in electrical connector. 
i. Reusability. Provide heat and debris protection. Debris valves are not required 
to provide fluid shutoff function. 
j. Ease of connection and verification. Provide the design features necessary to 
allow the fuel servicing disconnect panel to be engaged and verified in less than 
one hour and with a minimum of operating personnel. Verification includes a visual 
check of the proper engagement, a leak check of all fluid and pneumatic couplings 
and a continuity and contact resistance check for electrical connectors. 
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2.3 ORBITER SERVICING DISCONNECT PANEL REQUIREMENTS 
The services required in a typical orbiter integrated umbilical carrier are presented 
in Table 2-2. 
Table 2-2. Typical Orbiter Integrated Umbilical Carrier 
Coupling Requirements 
Nominal 
Item Nominal Operating 
No. Description Size (in.) Conditions (psig) 
1 Power Generating System (PGS) 2 5 
LH2 Vent No. 1 
2 PGS LH2 Vent No.2 2 5 
3 PGS LH2 Fill No. 1 1 30 
4 PGS LH2 Fill No. 2 1 30 
5 Fuel Cell (FC) GH2 Purge Vent 1 5 
6 JP-5 Fill 2 90 
7 JP-5 Tank Pressure 1 150 
8 FC H20 Vent 1/2 5 
9 Environmental Control/Life Support System 1 150 
(EC/LSS) Primary Heat Exchanger 
(PHX) Supply (H2O/Glycol) 
10 EC/LSS PHS Return 1 150 
11 PGS L02 Vent No.1 1 5 
12 PGS L02 Vent No. 2 1 5 
13 . PGS L02 Fill No. 1 1 150 
14 PGS L02 Fill No.2 1 150 
15 GO 2 Vent Aux Prop System Accumulator 1 150 
16 GH Fill 1 ·3500 
e 
17 FC G02 Purge Vent 1/2 5 
18 FC G02 Purge Vent 1/2 5 
19 EC/LSS SHX Supply 1 150 
20 EC/LSS SHX Return 1 150 
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2.4 ORBITER DESIGN REQumEMENTS 
The following are design requirements that apply to a typical orbiter integrated umbili-
cal carrier: 
a. Temperature. The maximum thermal protection system skin temperature ex-
pected during boost and reentry is approximately 1110oR. 
b. Redundancy.· After lift-off initiation (In-flight disconnect) fail operational/fail 
operational for critical functions. Prior to lift-off (pre-flight disconnect) fail 
operational/fail safe with failure detection. 
c. Alignment. Uncertainty in location and alignment of airborne disconnects with 
respect to swing-arm structure prior to umbilical carrier engagement, ± 3.0 
inches and ± 2 degrees in any direction. 
d. Relative motion. Movement of the airborne disconnects with respect to the swlng-
arm structure after umbilical carrier engagement and during transport, wind, 
and propellant loading: ± 10 inches in either horizontal direction, + 2 inches up 
and -8 inches down. 
e. Disconnect pressures. Internal fluid pressure removed before disconnect. 
f. Leakage. Provide leak detection of primary dynamic seals. Provide disposal of 
hazardous cynamic seal leakage. 
g. Icing. Cryogenic connector critical areas shall be protected to prevent iCing. 
h. Purges. Provide purges to separate carrier compartments to provide effective 
separation of couplings carrying incompatible fluids and gases. 
i. Insulation. Cryogenic connectors (LH2) shall be insulated to prevent the forma-
tion of liquid air. 
j. Reuseability. Provide heat and debris protection. Debris valves are not required 
to provide fluid shutoff function. 
k. Ease of connection and verification. Provide the design features necessary to allow 
the integrated umbilical carrier to be engaged and verified in less than one hour 
and with a minimum of operating personnel. Verification includes a visual check 
of the proper carrier locking and engagement and a leak check of all fluid and 
pneumatic connectors. 
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SECTION 3 
LITERATURE AND HARDWARE REVIEW 
A literature and hardware review was conducted and is contained herein as 
Tables 3-1 through 3-7. This data is self-explanatory and considered adequate 
as presented, therefore, very little effort was made to amplify on it. 
The data presented in Tables 3-1 through 3-5 represents hardware design 
considerations and reflects input from visual hardware examination, drawing 
and specification reviews, as well as discussions with NASA KSC launch 
operations personnel. Table 3-6 presents the rationale used to determine 
the useability for the Space Shuttle of the hardware listed in Tables 3-1 through 
3-5. The data contained in Table 3-7 represents installation and checkout 
procedure considerations and reflects input from written procedure reviews 
as weII as discussions with NASA KSC launch operations personnel. Field 
trips were taken to launch complexes 36A and 36B (Atlas/Centaur) and 40 and 
41 (Titan 3C) to discuss umbilical disconnect hardware and procedures. 
An unsatisfactory condition report (UCR) summary tabulation for umbilical 
carriers and fluid couplings was derived from a review of data recorded since 
October of 1966 for Saturn IB and Saturn V vehicles and ground support equipment 
(GSE). This tabulation is presented in Table 3-8. The recorded data lists 
defects and/or failures classified as one of seven types. Each type is depicted 
in a separate column. The seven types of defects/failures are: malfunction, 
material, documentation, assembly, damage, contamination, and dimensional. 
The parameters of each are as follows: 
a. Malfunction. Leakage, failure of poppet to close, or failure of coupling 
to function properly. 
b. Material. Material defect, expired life limitation of component, or expired 
cure data of seal material. 
c. Documentation. Cure date missing, name plate miSSing, quality control 
paperwork missing, or record of previous usage not attached. 
d. Assembly. Incorrect assembly of component by manufacturer. 
e. Damage. Damage incurred by component during fabrication, assembly, 
handling, or usage. 
f. Contamination. Component was contaminated when received from vendor or 
after usage. Has resulted in damage to component in many cases. 
g. Dimensional. Component parts· out of tolerance. 
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A total of 275 defect/failure reports are included in the tabulation. The majority are 
minor in nature. However. many are repetitive to the extent that during review and 
tabulation of the data it becomes quite evident that improvements are mandatory in 
certain areas to assure more efficient. economical, and reliable operations. The dis-
crepancies considered most serious are described in the follOWing paragraphs. 
Contamination of most of the fluid couplings has been a repetitive defect both upon re-
ceipt from the vendor and in use, and has often resulted in damage to sealing surfaces. 
The internal configuration of some couplings has provided a trap for foreign particles, 
particularly under seals, thus resulting in seal leakage. Good initial cleaning and handl-
ing procedures and conformance to packaging speCifications along with proper quality 
control are obvious methods for preventing contamination. Attention s.hould also be 
directed toward internal design configurations that minimize contamination traps. The 
Simplest design with the fewest parts, particularly moving parts, will provide a better 
coupling design. 
A large number of defects are attributed to the method of assembly. Positive retention 
of all component parts is of prime importance. Staking of retainer rings for retention 
has been a problem area for a Significant number of couplings and is not considered a 
satisfactory method of retention. 
The number of scratched and damaged sealing surfaces appearing as defects are attrib-
uted to two primary causes. One is adequate protection during handling and the other 
is a design configuration that allows the sealing surface to contact another metal surface 
during mating of the coupling halves, possibly due to misalignment. A coupling design 
that prevents contact of the sealing surface against another metal surface during mating 
and requires minimum engagement will preclude most damage. 
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SLIP COOPLIID CI.H ICtIIJI 
lIIIIZSIIUBLI PZ.Ir1DIIS 
1'I11III TO LIJI _ rmsr 
DlSTJUm. SPBIm I!IICI 
or IIKWMI CAIISIB au 
FUJII OF TD'UII SEAL .. 
SIClOI'IIIIS lIDIOH DI'IIII-
m:TlIEMIlSCUTallS 
D BZ.IL SUllFOCIS TIllS 
PlCfmllO IICBIl8r 
SEAL AFnR mJImI) 
TD&. 1mB SlIm 
SIIJ!TLI 1'tJJUJ..JlOJIID, 
LUlU COULD l1li I. 
I'II!IUII. 
. TI!BIlST LOI.D ,.. IIIWlIII 
am TO IClII. PIIIISS1IRI 
III'OSIS JIICII IDJIIS C. 
C_ LOCIIIG IaICI 
POll L.IlIZIl SIZIS. 
lBJLITD::. HIQ'D TO __ 
YIIIf m LI~.lCfa 
_1JSID 1/lTJI1II2. 
I.IIIJIB or .aaaar. 
_ .IIIllTD::. or nruJJ 
CIIIIIlI IIIIGS TO !'IIfar 
SOIlBDII or SULDIl SUR.. 
FOCIS .. ~ar 
urHIII SUBrM3. 
SIP_a rc.:a DIS TO 
_II. PUSS. III'OSIS LOMl [II CAEDII LOCIIIG _. 
ftIIlIImI .ILIllIIa! ..... q,a _ AlITOJIIrED 
COIDCT. 
I!IfUnID FmDIIBS D usa. 
PIIID. IIII&IBI .. PIJS&.lft 
CILDlDS F.lILID. I'IlPfI! 
F.IIUII TO cram. IIISIJL.l-
Ta lIBCJll]ISD. FAILS 1m 
TO ICI rtlDUra. lOr 
SUl%~ POll ADTOKIl'm 
COIDCT. 
CllUICAL .\XUL ~ 
DQ'D FOB CCIIDCT ., . 
DISCtaKCr. ~
~ lOr BLlJBLI: 
II caIlGIIIII: T-.:RI.o TIJBIS am TO _  
lOT SUlT~ rat .IIIrO-
IIIlBD CCIIDCT. 
CIIIIICr rurIISl 
JG:IDIJX Tn. DQ'D. .. a-.zm DrrnaJUIIS ~ _ 
r.-. 'II rLlllIIIIS m-. 8-II: __ IDII'I.mII ., ~
11ft IIIIbrI _ CAFaILUl'. 
..... CllUII:JL __
IIZ<JIIl!IIlIOllDlrUL~. 00Ul'LIU 1JSID D C~ _ 
IIIIIlnIJ ,.. C_ rarx:a TO 
c.umrm .-00 TO QIIII:I& ., 
ftIIII~. 
S-IB UlI FlU. 11m ~
~ IIIIDI DJrUL ~ 
'l'BII HJS CAFABILD'Y lOll _ 
SSlC!.-AUrCIIIT II: 1IIIJDKCr. 
MD. TD&DQ'D. 
.arotCIrICJLLI _ Br 
-~. 
MD. TD& IIQID. 
ALIllIIDT CBIUC!L MIl DIlI'II:IIU 
TOmm. 
11m XlIIIRD. "'ILl _ 
AFTIR.u.-. 
SUl%~ 
PIlI 
SI!IIftt& 
us 
us 
us 
III 
III 
I 
I , 
, 
I 
I 
..... 
o 
I 
-J 
-J 
o 
l\:) 
Table 3-2. Cryogenic Couplings (cont) 
SELF OPR. IIJJ!~ 
1JSED SUUI • SULIIG !'RISS. urADIllG ~. ~ fa a. ..... 1'/1 sm IUI'EIWL (POPPErS) PSI _1.1. IC1'JI)I) Em:fIOll DlSIIUIIUt rumms 1IIIZIIlUBLIC ruruBIS CI:.JCr ruruJIIS 
a.mu: (SLIP) moAS GD/C 1-1/4 LIP, m,..I' IOU o TO 25 1.112 IdIlIICIIIR &ll'- RISIIllY SDl'LIcrrr, lLOJrDIl 101ft ImmI or __ atlSSm SLIPS _, lLOArDII !IS 
2'1-«1219 POInD rca J.LlGII...r, IIIIPZIISm, rtXl ~ 1IIQIll!IIar. 101ft JIIIIIII[mS ~ 
10 IDfDU p.mrs, SIIClZ .....~iS. 
SUL. JWlIII POll Vlll%ICjI, 
VIIIICU ~IlIIS. 
LIImIoSIcm • um.rllAD-
UDII>. m.lPUIUI'IlIl 
.. 
.IIJ!'O caucr. 
a.mu: (SLIp) moAS GD/C 6' LIP, m..J' lEIIRlS V.!LVI o TO 90 102, RP-l UDlCIIIR SIJP- RlSD!' IImDIIX 1II1lICDaf. run. JIIQB lXIIIIEr iooBCI (~) rtXl _IlL ~, IILDB !IS 
2'1-29006 .I1lJJa1Ir P!I!rII) BILrrr I'IIIlfImI) BY .will. _.II. CHUrD. -. sDl'LIcrrr • CIXII SULDQ 
ruroas • .ID.Ift.IIU J'Ca 
.IIJ!'O 0JIIIICf. 
SIll LDCIIIO s-n 1B1e/l. l' LIP 1,250 GII2, G02 LOCIDII DOGS C.IRIIIIII ICIIIl!II~ au UDDQ JUrImK ." OCII- AlII! !'O ~, 701 _ ., 
JG44,.OOU 8~ DLI.IIU J'Ca~. ~
JI)JJL DD. 
B_ (SLIP) moAS GD/C SI'IC. ll' LIP (SELF PDI.ILI C8LJ ll7 L02 ~ Ilft'IISf.ICI: SDl'LIcrrr, PIIlVlIE au JIIQB __ IDII ~ l1li TO AlII! !'O cx-=r. !IS 
mlllS!D 2'1-02248 PORIIDIl) m..J' BnIIJC'l'IJD 
__ 0 
~.KII.~. 1IID1.I._. 
IIJJ.ILDD. LIllIInIEICIIr • IIICIILJ III-
3lO'722 LlJIIU:, ,.,... 1'BIIXDI 
J1O'/2J )001- L.alCIIIS • .ID.Ift.llll& 
ItIlAlJ'l'O~. .will 
1XII'III9S0 I'IIlnIIIS J'Ca 
VIIIICI& 1m'UIICrI!JIS. 
IIUIID~ CIft_ GD/C 4' IXII'III9SIOI IIOI'IIpms 100 UI2, L02 BOUS L.IIIJ.IIII) SDI"U,~ lOT m.lPf.llll& JOII .11m) OCII- BOU'ID TO 'IIIIICI&. 10 
IIRUIS DCf. ~ namcArJa. 
JIICUD.alIII ar BCUS. 
BCUS D 
r.lD 
CI:) 
I 
00 
TIPE &. SIZE 
SELF LOCIDfG BAIO..'iIT 
1/4, 3/8, 1/2, 3/4, 1 
1-1/4 
!'Rl!SSOl!E B.r.mCED 
BAroI1!T 
1/2 
3/4 
1 
1-3/4 
2 
Baamr 
i'4 
1 
==GB.II<l1l!lr 
1/2 
1/4. 3/8, 1/2 
1/4 
3/4 
SLIP 00UP1.IIiG, V lC. 
1/4 
SKU LOCIIliG 
1/2' 
BAlIIm' (SLIP) 
1/4, 1/2, 3/4, 1, 1-1/2 
Buan:r (SLIP) 
4' 
USED 
_ •• PIN ON 
IIIGGIl!S S_IE 
IOCOl)T. I.U. 
~lTF~1 
PURDUTOR S-IC 
65B64OC1 
65B64002 
65B640C3 
I 
PO:lOW'OR I S-IC 65B64DOl 65B64002 65B640C3 
C.ILm: S-IVB 
785l81J. 
PUROLArOR 
l.I4995S 
PWiOLOTOR 
785ll'!2J 
CAIJEC 
7851861 
I'llIlOLATOR 
I.B4lll65 
I£FC/NAll S-II 
"1,41.-0010 SBmm: 
MlPO/llAR S-II 
l<E2'73-0055 
COHSO!.IDm!:D 
COIlTlilIB 
I£PO/NJR S-II 
1£27)-0016 
ROIJ;J. DiD. 
Table 3-3. Pneumatic and Hydraulic Connectors 
---i--J------.-- --r- -SELF orne 
SEALS &: SEALING PRESs. R£LEJSE 
KATERI"'- (pOpms) PSI !£DIA! "':rAINING "",HOD &: EJECT DES IRABLE FEAtURES 
--- --- -----
D_F..INGS OPTIONAL G112 LOCKING OOGS CJ!!RIER PNEU. HIGHLY li.ELI1ELE 
BtrN.A-N a TO 3000 Gtio L'i'. WITH HO LOADS IK'OSED ON CARRlIli 
oo.~ LAlfIARD BACKUP LllC:UNG DEVICE WE TO ~lA 
500 liP. I'RI'.5S1JlC 
CAli BE RZF'JREISHED 
I.l1tI DIScana...."T FORCE 
surr ABLE Fat RIGII IEVl!:L 
VIB'UTION 
OOHPKtIBIL: IES o TO 3300 C2::~ CARRIER CM!UER K4I. or 1-1/4" aGJGDam 
w/=a Gae iIEF!lRBlSl!.IIlLE )200 Jol102 In LOW sgp JUl'IC&t P'OHC&S 
3300 1120 =1<[) "" CARRm'o LOCIIRG 
1700 RJ_l DEVICE 
1500 RP-l LOW DISrolZlJ;CT m<c>; 
2300 H!mI12 USn-I IWII'UIlIEO 
KWI 5600 on.l"UBLE lOR AIlTO 00!<llECf. 
L02 (002) CAP ~ OF DISOOIIIECr 1lIIIlER 
PRI:SS. 
CD!C:'It.IDm OPTIOH4L G!t! C.IRRIE!l C.II!I!IEIl Jmi. E...~~, 1-1/4" 
u!=u 3)00 ow =: 
750 REPUEBISl!J8LI: 
1000 LOll D:r.s=mcT PORl:l 
I ADm AllUl PIll! .IDTO <XIlll£Cr 
I 
COI<I'AXIlIIZ CA'lRIllR I co In.IIS IlI1<l>lm c:: w/l<J:Du IES 3100 COUl aHa COLLET c_=m:n:c:z IlUl!TOIfmA= 
OPrIOllJ;J. 3200 ClIo, G!I2 ooLlZl' I POSSIBLI Nl!PftBl& Pm mao == GL1COL I t!S 3100 Glb couzor 
IES 500 G!b COLlZl' 
CARRIER 
IES 5 cjl!lUER 
COMPDIBU IES lOCO GUo BoILLIDC< CARRIER DO SIl:PBUrIlll InJllS Eml:ml 
w/Kmu OIICSIIUliIt 
, 
COI<I'ArIBU OPrIC>lJ;J. LOW ~ CARRIER CABRIl'>II IDIID~1'ClBait 
w/KEDIt IlllflWol POR B1lO 
CXEW:! 
LIP OFrlOiUL 5 AIR, <a2 Cjl!lUER CJRiID:I! . Hm.lIEGoIIIlIlCft GIIo illDwtABL& l'OI. II110 
o:BII;T 
SUITABLE! 
llIIDESIlLlIILZ 1'EAr1lUS == I'EmJRES SI!l1l'TU: 
\ lIO'I' SOlUBLE roa SEMI- lIm AWm IBDIiID- '0 I ADTOlm'IC ccmu::c: O.iU.I JP'l'I!II CloIIRmR 
EIClSSIVE T~ R:Q'D 'dIFlI IIISr ALI>:D 
KJLTIPLE ccmmcroas USED 
II J. CJRRll3, DIP7ICULr 
TO LIUl< = 
lOT BJSILY IWIIUIIIEIl 
L.I.!iCE OIl •• " \f&II:'a! I1IS'UIUD mDIiID- IrS 
DALLY mER CJIIIlII!Il 
IIIIT IU.l:D 
EmIr SJ:PARArIOil FC!llZ Oil == II!DIiID- DS 
ClI!RDil LO<%DlG llEI'IIX am oAt.Ly J!'Tlm ClDIlIa 
TO NlDU PI!ESSURI: mrr~. 
=m fIlS m:QIIlIlIi) nm= IIIIlIYm- EO 
POll IlIST JlLLamJ m 0= Am!;l CIlIUm 
CMIRlm: =t.LUIZ>. mma ImJ:.lS=== mC_BrI'LlllB llllr IMPf I&Il Pm II1rO t& 'fI!O saiSWB, E:.-
CCIIimC't CIIlIIlVII TIIB llllQ'D 
I'al IIlSTALLlI!lIm 
I.Q/ 1'B1OllS. C.IP"I1l'l'! 
IlOr sm.au! Pal !IlTOIIm:D JlaJAL, :mm TO 10 
IXl!IImCT • 1IB.ll%I:U.IRl. 1m a.:cr. llIIfla.Illll 
WILY IWJlf 1lDD. Dcaamolftill 
C_ IIISTAWID. 
I.Q/ PmlS. IlISW MiIIlAL, IESf&u:D = lmlnmULLY m 
~ . .-10 
-=r. 
lOll PIII:SS. DllSIDII ""'&, PUSII 'I'D DS 
CXIIDCf. 
Table 3-3. Pneumatic and Hydraulic Connectors (cont) 
SEU' ~. ~J lISE!) IWUI. SEJLIIIG PRESS. m&IS 
nPI. SID 1ft ••• /1 (II M!IWL (1'Om:rs) PSI IClU RI:T &DDG lmIIlD • IJICr IlISIlUBU ftArIJIIIS 1IIIIISIUIU rurIIDI ~lU!1mS 
BAJIIIIr Mlrc/lUII s-n OPrICIIAL 
-
CJIIIIII!lI CJIIIIIR JD .. UIU JIll me ~. DUAL ca.JCrIlE (II CIUlIID lUll. I'11III to IDIIIC! ., 
1· IC'7)-IXI13 
acIAL DID. 
BAr LIlI:%m:l I.UIIIEr ClI/C Cl:l!D LIP OPrIDIIAL o to <160 
-
LOCUm DOCB L&IIJ8D LOll DmccaICT lila. lOr U1lLY II&IIUIIIID. lOr I'11III to ex...: ., 
1/,. 5s-aw6 m...r-5500 SIIlTAIU _ mil ca.JCr. _JI. 
VIOODIS 
: , 
sal LOCIIIQ II.&lIIIJ:r GD/C CI:I!.IDII 0-IlIJIG mI o to ))60 IZe IDCIIIIG DOCB LoftJIII) C .. OIU (]I DI3CIDICr OlD lOr sunOlU _ mo ex...:. _.u.1'IIIII ., 1/2·, )/,. 5s-oBUl I'IIISSUIII lOr U1lLY IWIUIIIID. 
-1 !111111-2) 
BAJIIIIr ClI/C CI:I!.IDII 0-IlIJIG ., o to ))60 GIIe CMIIIlIII CMIIIDI C .. OIU(]I~ IUIIrS SJPAUrmI _ (II _.u.PIISII us 
l/%' 5s-oBUl 
--
C __ to IDI&_. 
-25!111111-n LOll IIDCUmCr JOEa JIIJPrJIU _ .II!O 
ClI/C CI:I!.IIIB m...r_ mI o to <160 IIJIIIlGIII LOaIIID DOCB ca.JCr 
55-42110 5QI 5500 I'IIIIDIII UIInRD IIIGIILI RnIJIII.I ., 
VIOODIS 5Q1 100 (JIISaT) 
__ (SLIP) 
ClI/C IIrUJ 0-IlIJIG us 500 Hml. CMIIIlIII 
c __ 
JIIJPrOlU JIll JIl!OIIInII IClU I'\IIISSlJRI IDIIrS UlJII (II _.u. us 
1· 27-01557 llIJID. (JIISaT) cx:.= c.RIIIIIl 
· 
SIll Sla.JJQ 
WDm (SLIP) 1/, ClI/C .II'1..Cl 10 1000 C!I2 CJIIIIIR CJaDIl 
· 
JIIJPrOlU __ 
IDI& I'IISSUIII IDI!S UlJD (II ..uJl._1IlI us 
)/I (mD'r) a.acr, tar IDW c:x..:r C8IlIIl ... U*IIQ,'I 27-2QU6 1000 _D~JOII:s 
1/2 · 
,.,.. BLI.tBI1.1!r 
27-2QU4 1000 
)/, 27-2QU5 1000 
c,., 
I 
.... 
o 
T!PI: 
PIIA=m 
74 - 120 carr.ICTS 
1.2 - Ilb CCIITACTS 
PII • SO(SJ:f 
52 - Ilb CCIITACTS 
1 • BCUl51I CO.u; 
PII. socur 
140 Ilb AID OTI!IZI 
VW.crlOlS. 
mm lS 1JIIIC~ pm 
TJUr !UrIS 11m! 
GD/C 27-ll6l72. GIUI 
• lIJLIIlU.IRD p/I 
562-700 C_ 
PIIA socur 
6 carrACTS 
1 .11.2 
l·~ 
4 -1IC2l.4 
PIlI" SOCDT 
10 - 116 carr ACTS 
PIlI • SCl<D!I 
29 carr.ICTS 
lb. Ilb 
9 -IS 
4·14 
PIlI A SOCIET 
PIlI " socu:r 
4 - 1/0 carr ACTS 
PIN I: SOCIET 
4-~J8/C 
PIlI • socu:r 
4 - 1RC63 
PIR. socm 
60 _ 116 ::o!ffACTS 
MFR. " pIN 
GlUIA mn=jJU) 
6'16-i.OO 
676-)00 
GD/c 55-06272 
~/c 55-06273 
GIUI._jJU) 
~/c 55-06785 
~/c 55-06786 
GIUI " _jJU) 
562-600 
~/c 27-ll6l71 
C.IIIIICII 
CS31~0074S 
163106R-l8-lP 
Cmo:! 
C,u10Clt-400lOS 
c .... e. 
C02252005 
CAIIIKII 
C>22259-20 
BEliDn 
SCJl0<E-4o-66P 
4<»00668 
4<»00672 
CA.tIiCli 
CA22,U-o 
USED SEALED I 
0lI SIZE .IHIl/OR PllRGlJ) 
C!2ITAIJR 2.40" 014. HIt...C-2I600B 
JroT PIlJIGED 
CIlITmR 3.00 014. HII-C-26S00B 
lIlT PU\IZD 
.crus 4.,0 DU. lI) 
S-IC 2.5014. IJSmI' SEAL 
S-II 
S-1VB 
S-lT 1.125014. IIISERT SIAL 
S-1VB 2.5014. IIISERf SIAL 
S-1VB 2.5DU. INSERl' SE.IL 
s-m 2.5DU. IIS£l!T SEAL 
s-m 2.5 DIA. IlISERr SEAL 
s-m 2.5014. 
S-IB 2.5 DIA. 
I 
Table 3-4. Electrical Connectors 
RErmIIIG I£!lIOD -I REIZJ.SE&= ~~raA l£T1IOD DES IlUIlLE lZ.cruR!S 1JIIIlESIIUBLE rurt1II&S ~ n:£!IBSS 
LOCl<IJIQ DOGS LJJrrjJU) A SPRINGS CRDf'-T!PI: PIRS lor SlIlT ABU: POlt mrolUl'ZD COIUCl' IUII1JAL, 9011 lUI. rtIIC& 101\ III 
LIr.H!\IEIrm - 61 CCIUCT CIt DIlKXBICr 
HIGHLY RlLIABU: 
LOClDIG DOGS UlfIARD I: SPRlJ(c.s LIGHrllEIGlr - 61 lIlT SlIlT ABU: I'<lI JIlrOIII.TJI) <XJIlIICT _AL, 751 lUI. rtIIC& roB Iti 
HIGHLY~ COIUCl' 011 Dl;9CCIBCl' 
VEHICLE PARr C.&RRlJll. ELler. CRDf'_T!PI: PIIS JIlT SlIlT ABU: J\JI mro CQIIIECf. II.IIIUAL III 
SOlZIIlID VlTH V.I!lD:rY 07 CClI'UCT RZ<mBES cu:m: TOWUIICZ .ll.ICII-
LAn>RD BJCIlJP ARILUIlIIGTS III m.£lU !mIT 
.. 
C_ C_ ADJPT ABU: POIt mro JiUJD.AL, 50# ma:z, CC*BCrID lIS , 
IXJIIIIC1' _ CABIIIIIl IIIS'ULurItW , 
CARIIl!R CjRJIlg lIlT SlIlTMILI rca JIlIO caIDCT. lI.\'IIlAL, caDIJC1'SD JftJa III 
C.IIIIIIIII IIIS'UU.aIIII. 
C_ C_ 
.&JJI'I'ABlE J\JI mro MllDJL, alIIDC1'ID Aft1:a lIS 
COIUCl' CamID IIISTALLIIIlII. 
CARRIER C_ ADJPT ABLE lOR me MAlftJjL, CX'BRECl'I:D .arna lIS 
CIlIIIECT c_ IIIST ALL.IrItW. 
CJRRIE..~. PLATE WITH C_ ADJPT AII1Z lOR mro IWIUAL, 501 rora, IDIIIJICfEI) lIS 
SCI!I:IIS CIlIIIECT _ ClIlRIZlI IIISTALLIIItW, REr.IDIIG PUn VlTH _. 
CJRRlER, THR!AIED CJIlRm! ADJPT ABLE FOR mTO UDAL, OJDECI'ZD .,.. lIS 
BUSHDIC OH BAClt CQlRECT C_ IIISTJl1.IIIlII, 
SHELl OF COOIECTOR IIISI!IIIGS~BYa.J _  1011. 
c:,., 
I 
.... 
.... 
TIn 
PIlI I< socur 
47 carr ACrS 
1_ II 
22 _ 114 
2.1- 116 
PD. socor 
60 - 116 carr ACrS 
.. 
PD'socur 
60 - 116 carrA:rS 
PD Ii socur 
60 - 116 OCIII'ACrS 
I'D I< socur 
60 - 116 carrACrS 
PDI<IIOIDr 
6 - 120 OCIII'ACrS 
PD. SOSl:f, 
sPRDo lD.&mD, 
mm ,M:IIl. 
OPT012.l-116 
OCIII'ACrS 
PD. soc:ar, 
~ lD.IlaD, 
I&m FJelD, . 
102 - 116 carr ACrS 
2 - CO.II carr ACrS 
IUDS 1I/l!ICEPT.tea 
GIIlOOl25-5 
USE[) 
10. I< p/5 ON SIZE 
16)llXE-J.D..9P SoIB 2.5 DU. 
C .... SoIB 2.5 DU. 
C~~, 
CaraJ SoIC 2.' DU. 
1a2251W3P SolI 
SoIVB 
CADJI SoIC 2.5 DU. 
1a22259-1lo6 
CmtII Son 2.5 DU. 
~96-1OO SoIVB 
RIIID 8-IC 
.'59 DU. 
Pr()(,.~)6S 
DlSl:Rl'lIICII IrLAS ).6 I 6.2 
CaraJ Dl"1069 
SIIIll!S CJRRIII2 
IISIII% lI!OM POL.II!lS ," 1," 
C .... 
CIIIl10124-5 
Table 3-4. Electrical Connectors (cont) 
SEJLlI! REUm I< EJECt 
JlII)ft)R P1lRCED RErmIllO~D ~D Dl!SIlUBL1! rurtJRl!S UIIDl!S~ I'UrURES a-.cr runJIIIS 
S1IJ!~~m 
8IIIftU 
IISERl' $I &L. CJRR.IDl C.lRRD2t, THREADED CJRRIER mAPUBIJ: PQ\ JIlTO CQIIlECT RErmI!IS CLOSE .u.mmar 
IUIIJ .. , CXIIIICfID _ c_ DS 
PIlI!GED IIISROO 01 BJCIt SHELL IIELUllU T!UIWICl!S .IIID .IIIlItD.II. IIJD. DSUlLlUmI, IIIJlIIIIIII ~ 
OF CXJIIIECroR CD BE AD.IPTID rca mo va Pal AD.&I'UrIIII TO mro BY IUIII Pal _D. IJIDI,.. 
a.mz CQlUcr. 'IIIIJL carrmrrrr I< _ 
IIIEIP!lISIVE nsrDG. 
; .. 
DISI:RI' SE.IL CAIIIUlOI C.11111D21 IIlr SlID MIU Pal JI1lO cmucr UIIJL 10 
110 C.IRIIIDI C.IIIIID2II'L11S ADIl'r.IIILI PQ\ mo aJIIIU:T. _.II. DS 
SPIIIIIQS III LIC2lTWEIGHl', RELUBU. PRO-
IXIIIIItTaI VIIIIS _.ca car DPOSED 
VEllICIZ &'D CIOIIID pars. 
IIZI'IlSSD D&.IDI' &OK PUrl CIII-
rmoo IXft ACrS IS WILY 
IIEI'LAIZD • 
carr ACrS GOLD PLIrID. 
CXlIITms C11IDE I'IIS PQ\ 
~.lLLcmar. 
SE.IIJ:D C.IRIIIDI C.IIIIID2II'L11S !IS 
SPIIDQ ID&ID 
DUll ,113 
Table 3-5. ECS Connectors 
SEll cPR. R!aASS ~~ USED S!jlS I: SE.ILIIIG PRESS. " zn;cr DESIlU!U FEmmES UlllESIlU!U P'!!1'1III!S CQIDCf l'Ul'1IIIIS ttl'! Ii sm: WG." pIN 011 II.I1'ERIAL (POI'mS) pSI I£llIA REI lllfDfG )£['HOD 
FUr FJeI 4' DU. lSC S-IB COHPRESSIOlI VEHIClE 5.0 .AIR, GN2 C.IRRIER C.IIIRlEi\ ZIROIIIG~ ctUEcrICJI ILIIIE .Il'l'ZII MOO OF KllUAL 10 
PIID. SEAL PARr aa.r 
· 
IIIII. mmstIIM C_. SIAL alII'f!tssm BI 
· 
BICII !IILUB=I _AL TQIgIOO OF JlJSIIDIl. 
WlLIlUDlUDIED 
SIll UXZIlIIl SSC S-IB Il-RIItG 10 150 AIR UlCUIIG IlOOI lEal. 
· 
SIIIVIS III BOmm. CCJlDI_ 
lOT IDIPrAIU __ 
KllUAL 10 6- DU. m IIJIIJ.-X GIl:! I'IlU. ROIS TIOIIDIG .lID V.«rIII CIJIIICII o:JUcr H2O RISII:FF Ull!ILICAL BUrY 
lICIt " HEIIIZ RIcm.I /IILIJBIJ: 
· 
RII'UIZD JFrIII UllIIa! 
FUr FJeI 16l'C/B.IC S-IC COII'IIESSIOlI 10 5.0 jOt, Gl2 CMIIIIEII CAIUIIER 
· 
ZIRO IIIG.ICEHI2If 
IOfSllI1'AIU __ 
1IoIIIJAI., JFrIII 10 
S· DU. 65B8OUS IFf SE.IL IIIII. JD.lUsrJaT ctDICr C_ IIIIT.u.L4-
TSMI3 
· 
mJIDB 1IILIAB=t lOT GOImD, SIAL COIftESSm) T.JCII UlIlI IUDIUDIED BIIIMU.IL~OF 
IIISIIDIQ 
FUr Fa 16l'C/B.IC S-IC COII'RESS1lII 10 5.0 W, CllI2 C_ C.IIIIIIIII 
· 
ZIIIO~ 
· 
IIl'r SllJ%AIU _ JDrO UIlJL, AftD 10 
" DUo 6SB8OO6O Nl. SE.IL IIIII. IoIl.JUS!Ia! IXIIIICT. IUIIU.IL TOIUlIlK CaIa IIIIT.u.L4-
· 
=_ lIILIAB=r OF IIISIIDIQ ro CCII'IIISS TO 
UlIlIIUDlUIDD SIAL. 
FUr Fa S-II COIf'RlSSIOlI 10 1.0 AIR,CN2 CARRIER C_ ZIRO ElGJGEJat HOr surr.IDLE FOR IJltO COIIJIEcr. 
_.II. 
10 
12- DU. m SE.IL IIIII.~ CRl'rIC.IL .IDl1ISTIat HOr RlJIlIll IIIII. fIl& BIQ'D. 
m_lllLUB=t .ICBIIVED 0:_ TIUII 1WIU.lLL1. 
Wn.1 IUDIUDIED 
n..cr F.ICE IEFC/NAR S-II COII'RESSION NO 1.0 m, (212 CARRIER CAR11D21 ZIRO~ IIl'r surr.IDLE Fa! IJltO CXJIIIZCT, 1UI1J.IL 10 4- DU .• G7-820600 liFt SEAL IIIII.~ carrrc.IL AIlJOSrIIIIIT IIl'r RllDIlI 11m. TII& BIQ'D. 
mJIDB IIILIAB=I ACIIDnD 0l'IIIIl TIUII IUIIIJ.ILLI. 
wn.r IUDIUDIED 
BAIONEr (SLIP) IEFC/DAC 5-!VB ROUND mlICLE 1.0 AIR, GH2 CAJUlIER C_ IIIIIDIlII EllGJ<ZJDr IO,l' SUIT.am. POll JD'l'OIUnZ) JllmAL, . An'IB 10 10" U79m liFt HOLIDW SEAL arlLI ClIo LlClll'VEIGHr CCII1I!C1 CMIIDII IIIIT.ILL. 
= I!ILIJIIL& 
· 
~cum.ILI_ 
· 
EIIln.1 IUDlUIIII:D 
Table 3-5. ECS Connectors (cont) 
SJU oPR. surrJIILE USED SEjLS • SE.uJIG PRESS. BEUI...,;Z 
TII'Z6Sm 1ft •• pIB QI JUrE2lUL (POPPZTS) PSI !£IlU R>:UIlIroG l£1')[)D .= IlESIlWILE nA1'lJR!S UlllJESIlWILE nmJJIES CQIDCf nJT1lI!ES SII!lTTLE 
BAmro:r (SLIP) 16>'C/IBM m BONE VEllICU 1.S AIR, GIf2 C.IRIIIEIl C.mtIEII MIJDI1M~ 1m surr jIILI rtR JIlTOJUrEI) 1USlJjI, DTER III 
5' llZOOOOl JULF O!iLI 'IIGIlLI IIELUBLB caomcr C_ DlSTJU.. 
r/l)) . wru 'UIlIUDED ~ CLOSK .u.Il2OaT 
I 
B.Il!liEr (sm) IIlC/iMI SM LIPRIlBBER V!2IICU! L5 .&Ill, Gl2 C.IIIRDIl C.IRRIEII MIIIIICII IIIG.ICDaT _jI, »'TIll m 
I 
RECr JJICULJR aa)7-82OOOl CllLY LICII1'WEICIIf C&!IRlIII lJIsr JU.. 
,- X 4- BIllHLY ULUBI& 
wn-y 'UDlUIDD 
AIlAPTjIILI rtR mro 
aDEcr 
: I 
SEIZ LOC%IIIl (_) GD/c m..s COIFRPSSIOJI NO 2.0 AIR., G112 SPRDI(l _ UfCS UllIARD LOll DISCCIIDcr I'OBCI JUIIJ&, IDII ItR:B m! 
6' 27-8031.8 TYPE IIlLIDV SIMPLICITY BlQtD to CXBICr. ! Q.ISD!T RlCIILI DLUIILE IIIJ. TDB DQ'D. ADAPTJBIlI rtR £DTOIUrII) i a.DCf 
LIlmWEIcm I 
I'RlVlII!S QUlDDIl PUl'OBE I ; 
I 
SEIZ LOCIIIIG BI GD/C CDT.IJB nm.JrABLE III 1.5 AIR, GIf2 SM COIIUSSD BI UIII.IRD OOOD SULDIG ruruRIS IIJLTIrU OI'IIUI'D.IL SlIPS ~.lLDSma. ., 
SE.IL DlFLJrD 5~ SE.IL TOIICPDIG OJ' BlJIQ IIJTS rtR camera. DIl'L.IB SUI. PIll 
,- DU. 
.!lID SEJI. DlFLJrIOl CRITlC.IL.IDJ1JM'IaTS. _a . 
sm AIIJ) 1IIlCIIr " QRCQIII) I 
PARr UClSSlU. I 
REIPIR!S 25 PSI PIII!. I samcz l1li SUL DlPurD. 
! 
, 
GIIOIH:r • GIIOOVZ GD/C CDTAIJIl HOUDW III 1.0 .11K RtlBBE2l SEJI. CRO~ UIII.IRD SIMPLICITI 1m ADAPTJBIlI rtR mTOlItl'ID ICAI'U.&L, POS8 to XO I 
6- DU .. 57-OBlOl m..s COMPRESSION FITS Dn'O CIIOOiI WITH LlCKI'IIIICHf CXJIII!CT 1m TO rll:[1B=Y. CXlII!I!cr. 
INTEIIFEREIICI m RELUII=I I 
E...,;n.I 1UlJIr.llllED I 
I 
i , 
GIIOIH:r • GIWVI GD/C cnffAlJll HOUDW !f() 2.0 AIR RUBBER SE.IL GIIC~ UllIARD SIlI'LICITI IIlf ADAPTABLB POll mTOMJrED IUlUAL, PIJSII TO ., ! 4' 55-OB112 COIftESSIOJI FITS INTO GROOVE WITH LIcmw:tcm CXJIII!CT 1m TO PU:lIB=I. ca.Ecr. 
IIII'EI!FIIU!XCE m . RELUBn.ITI I K~ILI 1UlJIr.llllED i 
I 
i 
, 
SEll LOCI<IlIG BI GD/C SURVEyO nm.XfABLE JO 1.5 C1i2 SE.IL nm.JrIO. LJ.UARD LOll DISCaIIIECr IQICI KILTIIU OPZR.crIOJ.IL STEPS SE.IL IBFurIllll 5s-81O:l5 SE.IL x&'WJL IISERl'IOI, ., 
S" rat COIOBC'l'ICII. ~ 1IIPUH SUI. PIll ~USM:'.:iox sc;ma nil _IOJ. 
I 
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Table 3-6. Rationale for Suitability of Existing Hardware for Space Shuttle Umbilicals 
Type Part Number and Suitable for Rationale 
1 Manufacturer SS? 
-
: I! 
= = 
: : 
UMB III CAL CARRIERS 
Multiple 75M02840 No Not large enough for amount 
Integrated 75M02841 of 55 services required 
Locked to K5C in integrated panel. 
Vehicle Requires time reducing 
features. 
Mu lt i P 1 e 75M02049 No Not large enough for amount 
Integrated 65B64005 of 55 services required 
Locked to K5C in integrated panel. 
Vehicle Requires time reducing 
features. 
Multiple 8G37-820030 No Not large enough for amount 
Integrated MSC of S5 services required 
Locked to NAR in integrated panel. 
Vehicle Requires time reducing 
features. 
Multiple S-IVB FWD No Too large and complicated 
Integrated lA77953 alignment requirements. 
Locked to I.U. Requires handling and 
Vehicle 11 ZOOOO 1 time reducing features. 
M5FC 
MAC/DAC 
Multiple 65B80001 No Too complex. Not adaptable 
Integrated ·M5FC BAC for time reducing features. 
Locked to 65[WOO02 
Vehicle MSFC BAC 
65B80003 
MSFC BAC 
Individual G7-820065 No Too heavy. Not adaptable 
Locked to MSFC NAR for time reducing features 
Vehicle G7-820064 
MSFC NAR 
Individual 75M02l30 No Increase in size to 10 inches 
Rise Off 75M02l29 diameter pipe and connector 
K5C and change in design concept 
of mating vehicle part could 
adapt the basic concept. 
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Table 3-6. Rationale for Suitability of Existing Hardware for Space Shuttle Umbilicals 
(Continued) 
Type Part Number and Suitable for Rationale 
Manufacturer 88? 
Individual 75M02882 No Has individual locking mech-
Rise Off anism which is not acceptable 
Locked to for SS integrated services. 
Vehicle 
Multiple 27-20418 No Basic concept is adaptable. 
Rise Off Not suitable in present i configuration because of , 
dissimilarity in services. I , 
Multiple lA74896 No Too large, heavy and complex. ! Integrated MSFC Not adaptable for time re- t 
Locked to MAC/DAC ducing features. ! Vehicle 
Mu lt i P 1 e G7 820041 No Too large, heavy and complex. l 
Integrated G7 822042 Not adaptable for time re- I 
Locked to MSFC ducing features. I Vehicle NAR I 
Multiple 65B80036 No Support and actuating mechanisml 
Locked to MSFC too heavy. Excessive initial 
Vehicle BAC critical adjustments required I 
with close tolerances. I 
Individual 55-06274 No Has individual locking mech-
Locked to GD/C ani sm. Not adaptable.for 
Vehicle 676-440 time reducing features. I G&H 
Individual 27-06172 No Has individual locking mech-
Locked to GD/C ani sm. Not adaptable for 
Vehicle 562-700 time reducing features. 
. G&H 
Individual 27-04992 No' Has individual locking mech-
Locked to GD/C anism. Not adaptable for 
Vehicle 017069-1239 time reducing features. 
Thru 1241 & Electrical connector insert 
1042 thru may be adapted for use in I 
1044 Cannon integrated carrier. 
Integrated GM1OO124-5 No Has individual locking mech-
Locked to anism. Not adaptable for 
Vehicle time reducing features. 
Electrical connector insert 
may be adapted for use in 
integrated carrier. 
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Table 3-6. Rationale for Suitability of Existing Hardware for Space Shuttle Umbilicals 
(Continued)-
Type Part Number and Suitable for Rationale 
Manufacturer SS? 
CRYOGENIC COUPLINGS 
Ba 11 All Yes Wi 11 require some redesign 
and to adapt to rapid connect 
Cone and verify requirements. 
Pressure LASL Yes Will require some redesign 
Balanced. PIN to adapt to rapid connect 
Vacuum Unknown and verify requirements. 
Jacketed. 
Bayonet 
Bayonet. 55-21600 Yes Minimum time required. No 
Vacuum Aeroflex additional insulation 
Jacketed required. Long engagement 
"is disadvantage. 
Self Stratos No Has individual locking mech-
Locking anism. Unreliable. Align-
Slip ment is critical and d iffi-
Coupling cult to attain. Requires 
addit i ona 1 insulation. Not 
adaptable for time reducing 
features. 
Self Chrys 1 er No Has individual locking mech-
Locking anism. Critical alignment 
Slip required. Unreliable. Not 
Coupling adaptable for time reducing 
features. 
Bayonet 27-80279 Yes Requires modification to (Slip) GD/C incorporate debris protection. 
Bayonet " 27-29006 Yes Easily adapted for rise off (Slip) GD/C disconnect carrier. 
Self ME144-00ll No Has individual locking 
Locking Royal Ind. mechanism. 
Bayonet 27-02248 Yes Easily adapted for rise off (Slip) GD/C disconnect carrier. 
310722 
310723 
Royal Ind. 
Bolted GD/C No Has individual locking mech-
Flange ani sm. Not adaptable for 
time reducing features. 
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Table 3-6. Rationale for Suitability of Existing Hardware for Space Shuttle Umbilicals 
(Continued) 
Type Part Number and Suitable for Rationale I Manufacturer SS? 
. 
_ .... 
PNEUMATI C AND HYDRAULIC CONNECTORS 
Self 10C01377 No Has individual locking 
Locking mechanism. 
Bayonet 
Pressure 65B64001 Yes Requires modification to 
Balanced Thru 64003 adapt to time reducing 
and Purolator features. Must remain 
Unbalanced in carrier during engagement. 
Bayonet 
Bayonet 7851844 No Has individual locking 
Self 7851861 mechanism. 
Loc ki ng Calmec 
lA49958 
7851823 
Purolator 
Self ME144-0010 No Has individual locking 
Locking Snaptite mechanism. 
S 1 i P ME273-0055 Yes Must be adapted to remain 
Bayonet Consolidated in carrier during engagement 
Controls to reduce time. 
Slip ME273-0016 Yes Must be adapted to remain 
Bayonet Royal Ind. in carrier during engagement 
to reduce time. 
Bayonet ME273-0013 No Not adaptable for time 
Royal Ind. reducing features. 
Self 55-02126 No Has individual locking 
Locking Wiggins mechanism. 
Bayonet 
Self 55-08111-1 No Has individual locking 
Locking Thru - 23 mechanism. 
BaY'one~ GD/C 
Bayonet 55-08111 Yes Easily adapted for locking 
-25 thru carrier. 
-31 
Bayonet 55-02110 No Has individual locking 
Wiggins mechanism. 
Bayonet 27-08557 Yes Easily adapted for rise off 
Slip GD/C carr.ier. 
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Table 3-6. Rationale for Suitability of Existing Hardware for Space Shuttle Umbilicals 
(Continued)· 
Type Part Number and Suitable for Rationale 
Manufacturer SS? 
Bayonet 27-20414 Yes Eas ily adapted for rise off 
Slip 27-20415 carrier. 
27-20416 
GD/C 
ELECTRICAL CONNECTORS 
Pin and 676-400 No Has individual locking mech-
Socket 676-300 ani sm. Not adaptable for 
G&H time reducing features. 
Pin and 55-06785 No Has individual locking mech-
Socket 55-06786 anism. Not adaptable for 
G&H time reducing features. 
Pin and 562-600 No Has individual locking mech-
Socket G&H anism. Not adaptable for 
time reducing features. 
Pin and CS3106A-40-74S Yes Must be adapted to remain 
Socket Cannon in carrier during engagement. 
Pin and MS3106R-18-1P No Not adaptable for time 
Socket reducing features. 
Pin and CA3100R-40-10S Yes Must be adapted to remain 
Socket I Cannon in carrier during engagement. 
Pin and , CA22520-5 Yes Must be adapted to remain 
Socket Cannon in carrier during engagement. 
Pin and CA22259-20 Yes Must be adapted to remain 
Socket . Cannon in carrier during engagement. 
Pin and SC3100E-40-66P Yes Must be adapted to remain 
Socket Bendix in carrier during engagement. 
Pin and 40M30668 Yes Must be adapted to remain 
Socket in carrier during engagement. 
Pin and 40M30672 Yes Must be adapted to remain 
Socket CA22511-0 in carrier during engagement. 
Cannon 
Pin and MS3100E-40-9P Yes Must be adapted to remain 
Socket in carrier during engagement. 
Pin and CA22259-25 Yes Must be adapted to remain 
Socket CA22511-23P in carrier during engagement. 
CA22259-166 
GM-100596-100 
Cannon 
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Table 3-6. Rationale for Suitability of Existing Hardware for Space Shuttle Umbilicals 
(Continued) 
Type Part Number and Suitable for Rationale 
Manufacturer SS? 
-. -
Pin and PT06-10-6S-365 No Not adaptable for time 
Soc ket reducing features. 
Pin and 017069 Inser.t Yes Must be adapted to remain 
Socket Cannon in carrier during engagement. 
Pin and GM100124-5 Yes Must be adapted to remain 
Socket Insert in carrier during engagement. 
Cannon 
ECS CONNECTORS 
Fl a t Face KSC No Not adaptable for time 
4" Dia. reducing features. 
Self Jack & No Has individual locking 
Locking Heinz mechanism. 
6" Dia. 
Flat Face 65B80148 No Not adaptable for time 
5" Dia. MSFC/BAC reducing features. 
Flat Face 65B80060 No Not adaptable for time 
4" Dia. MSFC/BAC reducing features. i 
Flat Face No Not adaptable for time 
12" Dia. reducing features. 
Flat Face G7-820600 No Not adaptable for time 
4" Dia. MSFC/NAR reducing features. 
Slip lA79377 No Not adaptable for time 
Bayonet MSFC/DAC reducing features. 
10" 
Slip llZOOOOl No Not adaptable for time 
Bayonet F/N 33 IBM reducing features. 
5" 
Slip 8G37-820001 Yes Must be adapted to remain 
Bayonet MSC/NAR in carrier during engagement. 
Rect. 
3 x 4 
Self 27-80318 Yes Must be adapted for carrier 
Locking GD/C locking and to remain in (Detent) 6" carrier during engagement. 
Self Locl~ing 55-B0043 No Has individual locking (Seal Infl) 4" GD/C mechanism. Not adaptable 
for time reducing features. 
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Table 3-6. Rationale for Suitability of Existing Hardware for Space Shuttle Umbilicals 
(Continued) 
Part Number Suitable for Rationale 
Type and SS? Manufacturer 
Grommet and 57-08301 No Has individual locking 
Groove 6" GD/C mechanism. Not adaptable 
for time reducing features. 
Grommet and 55-08312 No Has individual locking 
Groove 4" GD/C mechanism. Not adaptab 1 e 
for time reducing features. 
Self Locking 55-81005 No Has individual locking 
(Sea 1 I nfl ) 8" GD/C mechanism. Not adaptable 
for time reducing features. 
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Table 3-7·. Umbilical Connect and Verification Procedure Review 
ITIII OPIRATIONS 
S-IC Aft Umb III cals Installation 
(T5I1) 1,2 & 3 1. Preparat Ion 
2. Carrier Inst. 
3. Pneu. , Fluid Conn. 
~. Elect. Conn. 
5. 6" LOX' Fuel Coupling 
Inst. 
6. Sensor Switch Adjust. 
Verification 
l. Preparation 
2. Carrier Inst. 
3. Pneu. , Fluid Conn. 
4. Elect. Conn. 
5. 6" LOX , Fuel Coupling 
Inst. 
6. Sensor Switch Adjust. 
............... . .............. ~ .. 
S-IC Intertank Installation 
Umbilical (L0 2) I. Preparat Ion 
2. Hat I ng to Stage 
Verification 
I. Prepuat Ion 
2. Hat I ng to Stage 
......••....•... . ..................... _ .... 
S-IC Fwd. Umblll cal Installation 
l. Preparat Ion 
2. Carrier Inst. 
3. Pneu. Conn.* 
4. Elect. Conn.* 
5. ECS Conn. 
Verification 
l. Preparat Ion 
2. Carrier Inst. 
3. Pneu. Conn. 
4. Elect. Conn. 
5. ECS Conn. 
PlOC!DUU TIMI 
.STIPS (EST.) 
2~ 3 hr. 
128* 4 hrs 
90* 2 hrs 
98* 
20* I hr 
10* 20 min 
m To:Tiir 
2 20 min 
8 I hr 
I 10 min 
I 10 min 
12 1.7 hrs 
.......... . ..... 
34 2 hrs 
45 4 hr. 
79 n;;:s 
21 I hr 
20 I hr 
liT n;;s 
........ ...... 
13 30 min 
39 40 min 
II 30 min 
7 45 min 
I 15 min 
7T 2.Tli'r. 
l3 30 min 
12 40 min 
- --
- --
- --
2s T:2'iirs 
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PIIlSOIIIIIL 
Min •• UQ'D 
4 
3 
2 
2 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
-
3 
3 
I 
I 
. ......... 
I 
2 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
IVAWATIOH 
Aft Umbo Carriers weigh more than 
600 Ibs. each - require use of holst, 
winch and sling to Install. 
~any adjustments and measurements 
required during Installation - some 
adjustments and measurements difficult 
to make due to poor accessibility. 
Tolerances, In some cases, difficult 
to maintain. 
Work platforms required for access to 
carrl er. 
All adjustments change after post-
launch refurbishment. 
All pneu., fluid, elect. connectors 
must be removed from carrier and re-
Installed during each Installation. 
Leak check time consuml ng, many po i n15 
to check. 
* These operations accomplished twice, 
carrier Is disconnected and recon-
nected after Initial Installation. 
Above data represent one typical In-
stallation. Hlnor variations exist 
between three aft umb III ca I Ins ta II a-
tlons . 
........................ ., .......... . 
Intertank umbilical assembly Is 
quite large (i5'x4"x9.5') and 
heavy (6700 Ibs.) 
Initial mating to stage requires 
many measurements and adjustments. 
Tolerances on adju'tments difficult 
to hold. 
Dlfflcul ties encountered in latChing 
and locking mechanisms due to bind-
Ing and high friction, etc. 
After initial mating to stage, dis-
connet t f retract. extend and recon-
nect are automatically accomplished. 
However. ope rat I"g times not always 
consistent. Internal pressure in 
L02 II nes often s lows or prevents 
ret ract I on. 
L02 line vacuum probes not easily 
accessible . 
.. .................................. .. 
Umbilical fairly lightweight, easily 
Installed by two men 
Host time consumed In making and 
verifying proper adjustments to 
release mechanism, and Installing 
each electrical connector separately 
following carrier installation. 
* Pneumatic systems leak checks and 
electrical systems checkout not con-
sidered. These operations are usually 
carried out over a period of several 
days and are accomplished simultaneously 
with system checkout. 
~: S-IC Fwd. Umbilical Is nearly 
Identical In conflgur.tlon and 
Installation to 5-18 Fwd. 
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Table 3-7. Umbilical Connect and Verification Procedure Review (cont) 
ITIM 
5-11 Aft Umbi IIcal 
Carrier 
• r. ••••••••• _ •• 
5-1 I· LOX Fill Dis-
connect 
5-11 LH2 Fill Dis-
connect 
................. 
.5- I I Fwd. Umb II I ca I 
Carrier 
OPERATIONS 
Installation 
I. Preparat Ion 
2. Carrier Inst. 
3. Pneu & Fluid Connec-
t Ions 
4. Elect. Conn. 
Verification 
I. Preparation 
2. Carrier Inst. 
3. Pneu & Fluid Conn. 
4. Elect. Conn. 
•••••••••••• ».~ ..... .. 
Installation 
I. Preparat Ion 
2. Carrier Inst. 
3. Pneu. & Fluid Conn. 
4. Elect. Conn. 
Ver I f I cat Ion 
I. Preparation 
2. Carrier Inst. 
3. Pneu & Fluid Conn. 
4. Elect. Conn. 
...................... 
Installation 
I. Preparat Ion 
2. Carrier Inst. 
3. Pneu. & Fluid Conn. 
4. Elect. Conn. 
Verification 
I. Preparation 
2. Carrier Inst. 
3. Pneu. & Fluid Conn. 
4. Elect. Conn. 
PROCEDURE 
STEPS 
18* 
77 
171 
84 
350 
6* 
19 
-
-
25 
TIME ·P!RSONN!L 
(EST.) !<Min, ,REQ'D 
50 min 
3 hrs 
6 hrs 
2 hrs 
TT:"B"hr 
30 min 
1.5 hr 
--
--
n;rs 
..•.•.•.• ...... . ...... . 
9* 45 min 
39 3 hr 
23 I hr 
4 15 min 
""'i) nrs 
4* 15 min 
13 30 min 
I 10 min 
-
--18" 55iiiTii 
. ... ~ ... ...... . ....... 
9* 45 min I 
99 4 hr 3 
23 I hr I 
4 15 min I 
m n;;:s 
4* 15 min I 
22 I hr I 
I 10.mln I 
-
-- -2'i Ttii='25 ,in 
!VALUATION 
5-11 Aft Umbilical Is quite heavy. 
Requires use of holst for handling 
during Installation 
Numerous measurements and adjustments 
requ ired 
Special tools (wrenches, adapters, 
spring scales, etc.) required for 
Installation and verification 
*Leak checks of pneumatic systems and 
checkout of electrical systems not 
I neluded . 
• ............................... w ••• ~ 
5-11· LOX Fill Disconnect requires 
use of holst and come-alongs to 
position for Installation 
Special tools required for Installa-
tion and verification 
*Funct i ona I checks, I eak check 5 and check-
out of electrical indications not 
I nc I uded . 
. .................................... . 
5-11 LH2 Fill Disconnect requires use 
of holst and come-alongs to position 
for installation 
Spec I a I too Is requ I red for ins ta II a-
tlon and verification 
Helium purged nylon bag cover, with 
fiberglass bulkheads, Installed to 
prevent condensation of liquid air. 
~Functional checks, leak checks and check-
out of electrical indications not Included . 
.······ ....... r......... ......... ...... ......... . .................................. ~ .. 
Installation 
I. Preparat Ion 18* 
2. Carrier Inst. 77 
3. Pneu. & Fluid Conn. 129 
4. Elect. Conn. 56 
m 
Verification 
I. Preparat Ion 6* 
2. Carrier Inst. 19 
3. Pneu. & Fluid Conn. 3 
4. Elect. Conn. 
-2B" 
50 min 
3 hrs. 
5 hrs 
1.5 hr 
TO:"flir 
30 min 
1.5 hr 
15 min 
--
2.3 hr 
3-22 
2 
3 
2 
I 
I 
2 
I 
-
5-1 I Fwd Umb I I i cal is qu i t e heavy, 
requires use of holst for handling 
during installation 
Numerous measurements and adjustments 
required 
Spec i a I too 15 (wrenches, adapte rs , 
spring scales, etc.) required for 
installation and verification. 
*Leak checks of pneumatic systems and 
checkout of electrical systems not 
included. 
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Table 3-7. Umbilical Connect and Verification Procedure Review (cont) 
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Table 3-7. Umbilical Connect and Verification Procedure Review (cont) 
lTD! 
·18 Fwd Umblll cal 
S-18 Short Cable 
~ast Umbilicals II 
and IV 
OPERATIONS 
Installation 
I. Preparation 
2. Carrier Inst. 
3. Pneu. Conn. 
4. Elect. Conn. 
5. ECS Conn. 
Verification 
I. Preparat Ion 
2. Carrier Inst. 
3. Pneu. Conn. 
4. Elect. Conn. 
5. ECS Conn 
........................ 
Installat Ion 
I. Preparat Ion 
2. Carrier Inst. 
3. Pneu. Conn. 
4. Elect. Conn. 
Verification 
I. Preparation 
2. Carrier Inst. 
3. Pneu. Conn. 
4. Elect. Conn. 
PROCEDURE 
STEPS 
13 
39 
II 
7 
I 
7T 
13 
12 
. ....... . 
4 
28 
" 5 
'"li1f 
2 
13 
9 
TIHI! 
(EST.) 
30 min 
40 min 
30 nil n 
45 min 
15 min 
2.7 hrs 
30 min 
40 min 
90 min 
60 min 
30 min 
30 min 
3.)li';'s 
15 min 
20 min 
10 min 
PERSONNEL 
KM1n •• R!Q'D 
I 
2 
I 
I 
I 
................. .......................•. •.....•... ~ ...... ....... . 
S-IV8 Aft Umbilical 
.................. 
S-IV8 Fwd and I.U. 
Umbilical 
Installation 
I. Preparat Ion 
2. Carrier Inst. 
3. Elect. Conn. 
4. Pneu. Conn. 
5. L02 Conn. 
6. LH2 Conn. 
7. ECS Conn. 
Verlflcat Ion 
I. Preparat Ion 
2. Carrier Inst. 
3. Elect. Conn. 
4. Pneu. Conn. 
5. L02 Conn. 
6. LH2 Conn. 
7. ECS Conn. 
........................ 
Installation 
I. Preparation 
2. Carrier Inst. 
3. Elect. Conn. 
4. Pneu. Conn. 
5. GH2 Vent Conn. 
6. ECS Conn. 
7. Insulation 
Verification 
I • Preparat I on 
2. Carrier Inst. 
3. Elect. Conn. 
4. Pneu. Conn. 
5. GH2 Vent Conn. 
6. ECS Conn. 
7. Insulation 
3 
18 
54 
82 
26 
30 
5 
m 
9 
9 
I 
10 
10 
2 
liT 
12 
51* 
147 
14 
13 
5 , 
m 
12 
16* 
8 
IS min 2 
4 hrs 4 
3 hrs 2 
50 ml n 2 
1.5 hr 4 
3.5 hr 4 
20 ml n 2 
j"f.1j'""hr! 
15 min I 
20 min I 
5 min I 
45 min I 
45 min I 
10 min I 
2."f"Ii"rS 
...... . ....... . 
45 min I 
90 min 3 
ISO min I 
30 min I 
30 ml n 2 
20 min I 
45 min I 
r.-3'1i?S. 
20· min 
25 min 
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EVAWATION 
Umbilical relatively lightweight 
Easily Installed by two men 
Host time Is consumed In making 
and verifying proper adjustments 
to release mechanism and Installing 
each electrical connector separately 
following carrier Installation 
This umbilical Is quite reliable. 
no major problems durIng S-18 series 
Pneumat ic systems leak checks and 
electrical connector verification 
not considered. These operations 
are carrier out over a period of 
several days following installation. 
This umbilical Is nearly identical 
in configuration and installation to 
S-IC Fwd • 
S-18 Short Cable Hast Umbll ical is 
relatively lightweight and easy to 
install 
Work platforms and ladders must be 
installed for access to umbilical. 
Hos t time is consumed in mak i n9 and 
verifying proper adjustments and 
measurements and insta 11 i n9 each 
electrical connector following 
carrier installation 
Pneumatic systems leak checks and 
electrical systems checkout not 
considered. These operations are 
usually accompl ished over a period 
of several days following installa'" 
t Ion . 
.. ... ---.......................... .. 
Host operations and verification 
steps serial - few simultaneous 
functions 
Crank-operated holst and muscle 
power required for installation 
of large components; I.e. carrier, 
L02 and LH2 fi II lines 
Work platforms and ladders required 
for access to work area 
Installation requires many measure-
ments, adjustments, gage points and 
torque applications 
Application of Insulation wrap by 
hand requ I red for lH2 connector. 
. .................................. . 
S-IV8 Fwd. Is a dual service umbil ical, 
servlcrng S-IV8 stage and I.U. stage. 
Installation requires joint action by 
HOAC, 1811 and Boeing (or Chrysler for 
S-I 8) • 
Installation requIres many measure-
ments and verification points. 
Leak checks of pneumatic systems and 
electrical system verification not 
Included In time estlm~tes 
*. Includes reinstallation following dis-
connect after Initial installation 
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Table 3-7. Umbilical Connect and Verification Procedure Review (cont) 
PROC!llUU TIM! PlRSOIIIIIL 
ITIII OPERATIONS STEPS (EST.) Otln •• REQ'D IVAWATION 
5-1 B LOX Hast Installation Installation fairly Ilmple 
1. Preparation 3 ~O min 2 Few problem arell 
2. Component Tes t 40 60 min I Requires few people 
3. Hlte to Vehicle 20 15 min I HaJor problem hiS been leaklge of 
~. Functional Test 12 15 min I Teflon leal. Seal often leaks Imme-
5. Leak Test ~ 15 min I dlatelyafter Instailition but leak-
79 2.'li'1irs age cease I after seal has "cold flowed.' 
Verification 
1. Preparation I 10 min I 
2. Component Test 31 ~o min I 
3. Hlte to Vehicle 11 10 min I 
4. Functional Test 6 10 min I 
5. Leak Test 3 15 min I 
-rr 1"':7i'hr s 
.................. . ... --._ ............... ... _-.. 
---
._ ...... . ................................... ~ 
Total 3.8 hr. 
S-IB Fuel Hast Installation Installation II fllrly simple 
1. Preparat Ion 3 40 min 2 Few problem arels 
2. Component Test 20 15 min I Requl res few pe'!lple 
3. Hate to Vehicle 12 15 min I HaJor problem hiS been lelkage of 
4. Funct lonal Test 40 60 min I Teflon s .. al. Seal often leaks 
5. Leak Test 4 15 min I Immedlltely after Installation 
- -" 
2.'li'1irs but leakage ceases after seal has 
"cold flowed. 1I 
Verification 
1. Preparat Ion I 10 min I 
2. Component Test 31 40 min I 
3. Hate to Vehicle 11 10 min I 
4. Functional Test 6 10 min I 
5. Leak Test 3 15 min I 
52 T:1ili'rs 
Total 3.8 hrs 
................. ......................... .--..... .--_ .. . .... -- . .................................... 
Fill & Drain Valve Installation Installation utilizes necked-down (Centaur) 1. Preparat Ion 16 20 min I tension bolts to secure ground half 
(L02 and LH2) 2. Valve Inst. H 2.5 hr I of valve to vehicle. 80115 break 
3. Pneu & Fluid Conn. 18 45 min I away when predetermined load trans-
4. Elect. Conn. 2 10 min 1 mltted from swing arm pull-off lan-
b9 3.75 hr ya rd to F&D va I ve shroud. 
HaJor reported problem area has been 
Verification leakage past seal. 
1. Preparat Ion ~ 10 min I 
2. Valve Inst. 13 30 min I 
3. Pneu & Fluid Conn. 9 20 min I 
~. Elect. Conn. 2 10 min I 
2B" T:T'ii'rs 
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Table 3-8. UCR Summary 
DEFECT/FAILURE TYPE AND NUMBER 
KIIL- oocu- C()'<jTIIM- DIMEN- PREDCMltw-rr 
ITEM FUNCTION KIITERIAL MENTATION ASSEMBlY DAMAGE INA.TlON SIONA.l USED ON VENDOR DEFECT/FA Il.URE 
DISCONNECT 3 S-II HlIDLEY IMPROPER SEAl SIZE 
VALVE 01t650 JA'1S POPPET 
ME273-0013 
DISCOr-t-lECT 1 S-II FLARE SCRATCHED 
VALVE 
ME273-0016 
DISCONNECT 1 1 S-II HlIDLEY EXCESSIVE LENGTH OF 
VALVE 01t650 MOUNTING BOLT INTER-
ME273-0017 FERES WITH ADJUSTING 
NUT 
D I SCOr-t-IECT, 1 1 6 9 S-IVB FAIRCHILD SCRATCHED SEAlING 
VENT STRATOS SURFACES 
lAlt881t8 
QJICK DIS- lit 3 10 2 S-IVB PUROLATOR EXCESSIVE EXTERNA.L 
COr-t-lECT LEAKAGE 
ASS'Y 
lAlt9958 
DISCOt-I\IECT 1 1 S-IVB FAIRCHILD DEFECTIVE SEALING 
L02 GR<lJND STRATOS SURFACE ON FlANGE 
lAlt9970 
DISCONNECT 1 1 S-IVB FAIRCHILD SCRATCHED SEALING 
LH2 GR<lJND STRATOS SURFACES & IMPROPE~ 
lAlt9978 ASS'Y 
CARRIER, 1 1 S-IVB DOUGLAS LEAKAGE BETWEEN 015-
LMBILICAL A/C CONNECT & DEBRIS 
lA71t896 VALVE AND DAMAGED 
THREADS 
DISCONNECT 1 1 S-IVB PUROLATOR DEFORMED SEAl 
IBltl065 
DISCOr-t-lECT 4 1 1 2 4 6 S-IVB FAIRCHILD DA'1AGE TO SEAliNG 
L02 FILL STRATOS SURFACES RESULTING (AIRBORNE) FRQ'I CONTAMINA.T10N 
IB66932 
LMB I LICAl It 2 IU IBM K/lNUFACTURING ERRORS 
HOUSING 
ASS'Y 
llZOOOOI 
NIPPLE 3 1 1 1 S-IB WIGGINS SEAL DISLODGED M-IEN 
ASS'Y, Q.D. DISCONNECTED UNDER 
AIRBORNE PRESSURE 
60C20113 
NIPPLE 2 S-IB WIGGINS POPPET STICKING OPEN, 
ASS'Y, Q.D. LEAKAGE 
AIRBORNE 
20C30138 
NIPPLE 1 S-IB WIGGINS SEAl DISLODGED WHEN 
ASS'Y, Q.D. DISCONNECTED UNDER 
AIRBORNE' PRESSURE 
20C3011t0 
NIPPLE 1 S-IB WIGGINS FlARE TUBE FITTING 
ASS'Y, Q.D. END DA'1AGED BY OVER 
AIRBORNE TORQJING OF B-NUT 
20C30389 
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Table 3-8. UCR Summary (cant) 
DEFECT/FAIWRE TYPE PKJ N..t1BER 
MAi.- oocu- CONTN1- o 1MEN-
ITEM FlKTlON MATERIAl MENTATION ASS&IBlY DAMPGE INATlON SIOIW. USED ON VENXlR DEFECT/FAI WRE 
lfoIB IL ICAl 2 S-IC 00E1t-G I>N1IIGED t£L1-COILS 
VEHICLE 
PLATE 
65B80014-1 
lfoIBl LI CAl 1 I>N1IIGED HELl-COILS 
VEHICLE 
PlATE 
65B80015 
LMBILICAl 1 RELIEF CUTS Ct1ITTED, 
SUB HlJSIt-G CAUSIt-G INTERFERENCE 
65B80026-9 
lJoIB I LICAl 1 AlI~ t()lES DO 
VEHICLE t<OT MATE WITH ALIGN. 
PlATE PINS 
65B80027-3 
lfoIB I L I CAl 1 RELIEF CUTS Ct1ITTED, 
SUB HlJSIt-G CAUSIt-G INTERFERENCE 
65B80028-9 
LMBILlCAl 1 HELI-CQILS MISSIt-G 
VEHICLE 
PLATE 
65B80029-1A 
LMBILICAL 1 S-IC BOEIt-G RELIEF CUTS Ct1ITTED, 
JUB HlJSIt-G CAUSIt-G INTERFERENCE 
65B80030-9 
Q.,IICK 2 9 S-IVB foI>AC RUST, DIRT g DIS-
DISCONNECT COLORATION 
7851823-503 
Q.,IICK 1 1 2 1 PUROLATOR INTERNAL MATlt-G 
DISCONNECT SURFACE IlJAAED 
7851823-505 
Q.,IICK 3 CONTA'1INATED WRIt-G 
DISCONNECT TESTlt-G 
7851844-501 
Q.,IICK 3 2 CONTA'1INATED WRIt-G 
DISCONNECT TESTIt-G 
7851861-1 
Q.,IICK 2 1 S-IVB CAUIEC LEAK.CGE 
DISCONNECT 
7851861-501 
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Table 3-8. UCR Summary (cont) 
DEFECT/FA I LURE TYPE PW N.»1BER 
MAL- oocu- CONTM- DIMEN- PREDa-l1 No\NT 
ITEM FUNCTION MATERIAl.. MENTATION ASSEM8LY DAMAGE INATlCl'l SI~L USED ON VENDOR DEFECT/FAILURE 
FLUID 5 6 4 S-IC PUROLATOR SEAL MAT'L EXCEEDED 
COJPLIN; USEFUL LIFE LIMITA-
65864001-1 TlON 
FLUID 1 8 2 4 SEAL DEFORMED AND 
COJPLIN; EXPPWED 
65864001-2 
FLUID 1 1 LOOSE RETAINER 
COJPLIN; 
65864001-3 
FLUID 1 1 2 RUST ON INTERIOR 
COJPLIN; SURFACES 
65864001-4 
FLUID 2 1 2 IliIMPGE TO SEALIN; 
COJPLIN; SURFACES RESULTIN; 
65864001-5 FRCM CONTPMINATION 
FLUID 2 1 NO RECORD OF PRE-
COUPLIN; VIOJS USPGE 
65864001-6 
FLUID 1 5 2 3 LOOSE RETAINER 
COJPLIN; 
65864001-7 
FLUID 3 5 RUST ON INTERIOR 
COJPLIN; SURFACES 
65864001-8 
FLUID 1 S-IC PUROLATOR LOOSE RETAINER 
COJPLIN; 
65864001-9 
FLUID 3 1 S-IC PUROLATOR LOOSE RETAINER 
COJPLIN; 
65864001-11 
FLUID 1 2 2 1 SCRATCHED SEAL IN; 
COUPLIN; SURFACES & GALLED 
65864001-12 Tt-READS 
FLUID 1 NO RECORD OF PREVIOJS 
COJPLIN; USftGE 
65864001-14 
FLUID 1 CONTAMINATED DURIN; 
COJPLIN; WlNDLIN; 
65864001-15 
FLUID 1 1 CONTAMINATED DURIN; 
COJPLIN;. WlNDLIN; 
65864001-16 
FLUID 1 1 FOREIGN OBJECT LODGED 
COJPLIN; IN POPPET 
65864001-18 
FLUID 2 NO RECORD OF PREVIOUS 
COJPLIN; USAGE 
65864001-20 
FLUID 1 17 1 8 NO RECORD OF PREVIOUS 
COUPLIN; USftGE 
65864001-22 
FLUID 2 4 1 S-IC PUROLATOR LOOSE RETAINER 
COJPLIN; LEAKING 
65864001-23 
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Table 3-8. UCR Summary (cont) 
DEfECT/FAILURE TYPE RO N.MIlER 
HAL- DOCU- alNTN4- DIM6+-
DEFECT/FAILURE ITEM R.tCTION MATERIAL MENl'ATlON ASSEMBLY DoIfW;E INATION SIONAL USED ON VENlOR 
FLUID 2 1 1 S-IC f'UROlATCR Nl RECORD a: PRfVHlJS 
CClJPLINi USAGE 
65864001-24 
FWID 3 'I LOOSE RETAINER 
CCllPLINi 
65864001-25 
FLUID 2 Nl RECORD a: PREVICllS 
CClJPLINi USAGE 
65864001-26 
FLUID 2 1 Nl RECORD a: PRfVICllS 
CClJPLINi USAGE 
65864001-28 
FWID 2 2 LEAKAGE 
tClJPLINi 
65864001-31 
. 
FWID 1 5 2 Nl RECORD OF PREVICllS 
CClJPLINi USAGE 
65864001-32 
FLUID 1 MATERIAL NlT PER 
CClJPLINi SPEC. 
65864001-33 
FLUID 1 Nl RECORD a: PREVIClJS 
CClJPLINi USAGE 
65864001-34 
FLUID 1 S-IC PUROLATOR LEAlC.fGE wt£N D I ScaN-
CClJPLINi NEtTED 
65864001-131 
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SECTION 4 
CANDIDATE CONCEPT DEFINITION 
Candidate concepts were generated for the following categories of components, 
subsystems, and handling systems: 
a. Coupling: 
1. Cryogenic 
2. High pressure pneumatic and hydraulic 
3. Low pressure pneumatic, H20 glycol and JP-5 
b. Locking and release devices 
c. Engaging mechanisms 
d. Debris protection devices 
e. Booster umbilical carriers 
f. Booster umbilical handling concepts (3) 
g. Orbiter umbilical handling concepts (3) 
Figures 4-1 through 4-44 are sketches depicting these various concepts. These 
sketches are conceptual only and do not include details or dimensions. They were 
prepared only to the extent necessary to allow evaluation and tradeoff analysis. 
Table 4-1 is a summary of the service requirements for booster riseoff umbilical 
carrier concepts A, B, and C. 
Figure 4-1. Ten Inch Cryogenic V. J. Ball and Cone Dual Seal 
4-1 
Figure 4-2. Ten Inch Cryogenic V. J. Slip Coupling-
Self Forming Lip Seals 
Figure 4-3. Ten Inch Cryogenic V.J. Slip Coupling-· 
Chevron Seals 
4-2 
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Figure 4-4. Ten Inch Cryogenic V.J. Pressure Balanced Slip Coupling 
AIR VEHICLE HALF 
VAC. 
GROUND HALF 
- ---
Figure 4-5. Partial Pressure Balanced Cone Seal 
4-3 
Figure 4-6. Three Inch Ball and (bne Coupling 
Figure 4-7. LH2 - V.J. (1 in.) 
4-4 
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Figure 4-8. Pneumatic Slip Coupling (1 in.) 
Figure 4-9. Pneumatic Pressure Balanced Coupling (1 in.) 
4-5 
Figure 4-10. Pneumatic Coupling, 150 psi (4 in.) 
r j 
1_ 
Ulp.!~~=~, .3.00 
I _. 
Figure 4-11. 150 psi (1 in.) 
Figure 4-12. Pneumatic Coupling, 5 psi (3 in.) 
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Figure 4-13. Two Inch 
Figure 4-14. One Inch 
Figure 4-15. One-Half Inch 
4-7 
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L 
LOCK RELEASED 
MODE OF RELEASE 
PNEUMATIC 
MECHANICAL 
BRUTE FORCE (SHEAR) 
IV'JUJ~---- CAGE 
SPRING 
LOCK INS1"ALLED 
Figure 4-16. Ball Lock 
BOOSTER 
NODE OF RELEASE 
PNEUMATIC 
MECHANICAL 
BaUTZ Faac>: (SHEARI 
~---REL:&A'IECABLE 
--LoCK RELEASED I LOCK mSTALLED 
Figure 4-17. Toggle Lock 
MODE OF R.ELEASE 
PNEUJr.U.TIC 
).(ECHANICAL 
BR.UTE FORCE (IIHEARI 
'""'---RELEASE CABLE 
LOCK RELEASED LOCK tNSTALLED 
Figure 4-18. Finger Lock 
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Figure 4-19. Latch Release Mechanism 
o 0 
r-·<·' __ 1t" 
rOt..""UZINt:; PIN 
.: u 
f:te ---:1 I , . -, 
---~ 
~ ) 
ReCTANGULAR. CLECTRIC-At.. CONNECTOR 
12_ M 'Io' 12-"12 CONTACTS 
D€ADFACE WITH 6VIDE PINS - (,ROtlNO HALF 
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Figure 4-20. Rectangular Electrical Connector, Ground Half 
"'0 CtJNTACT,s -
fA ,...uu;Z3 
o 
, 
AO~AR/~/MJ - / 
NOU 
,zPL;tCE$ 
T 
RECTANGIILAR ELECTRICAL CONAIECTOR. 
12--'/0 , 12-"12 CONTACTS - OEADFACE WITH 
611101£ 'PINS- IIIRBORNE HIILF 
Figure 4-21. Rectangular Electrical Connector, Airborne Half 
4-9 
------.~~~ 
I I f I 
I O.Js-J1 I 0.244 L 0.214 z.o.'f-Z.O/~ 
3.47 
3.41 
___ 1 
BAND - --___ 
BAND~-
PIN 
Figure 4-22. Typical Deadface Electrical Connector 
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CONTACT PINS 
SLEEVE ASSY 
1J1J/e!------U-___ '0' RING SEAL 
PURGING POR" 
Figure 4-23. Booster Electrical Disconnect 
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GROUND HALF 
AIR VEHlCL!: HALF 
----/. 
" /' 
-
Figure 4-24. Cone Seal With Internal Actuated Poppet Closures 
GROUND HALF 
Figure 4-25. Butterfly Valve 
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ACTUATING SHAFT 
Figure 4-26. Poppet Valves, External Mechanical Actuated 
Figure 4-27. Poppet Valves, Internal Mechanical Actuated 
4-12 
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FLOW ---~ 
VACUUM 
DUAL SEALS 
VENT 
Figure 4-28. Disconnect, Balanced Poppet, Vacuum Jacket 
FLUOROCARBON CONE 
GROUND HALF 
AIR VEHICLE HALF 
Figure 4-29. Debris Valves, Flexible Cone and Poppet 
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FI4.'1-3j 
A 
3" BALL & CONE 
COUPLING 
10" CRYOGENIC V.J. 
SLIP COUPLING 
CI;IEVERON SEALS 
. 
--, 
4"PNEUMATIC L' -
COUPLING - 150 PSI _____ ---' 
I" PNEUMA TIC 
SLIP COUPLING 
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RECTANGULAR 
ELECTRICAL 
CONNECTOR 
I" PNEUMATIC 
SLIP COUPLING 
Figure 4-30. Booster Rise-off Ground Umbilical, Concept A 
Figure 4-31. Booster Rise-off Ground Umbilical, Concept A (Section AA) 
4-14 
4" PlmDlATIC COUPLlNC • 150 PSI 
10" CU'OCKUC 
V.J. SUP courUHC 
CIIIVIOII SIA1B 
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-- 42.50" 
Figure 4-32. Booster Rise-off Airborne Umbilical, Concept A 
-----
Figure 4-33. Booster Rise-off Airborne Umbilical, 
Concept A (Section AA) 
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Figure 4-34. Booster Rise-off Umbilical, Ground and Vehicle 
~ I" PNEUMATIC ~8G·o-.' PRESSURE ))) 
BALANCED ; ~ COUPLING "".--.-~ 
~ 
"'I 
A 
o 
10" CRYOGENIC V.I. 
PRESSURE BALANCED 
SLIP COUPLING 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
RETANGULAR 
ELECTRICAL 
CONNECTOR 
4" PNEUMATIC 
COUPLING - 150 PSI 
SPARE 
~-_JII~ OOOO.~ 
0000000 00 0 
'i 000 0 o~ 
Figure 4-35. Booster Rise-off Ground Umbilical, Concept B 
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Figure 4-36. Booster Rise-off Ground Umbilical, 
Concept B (Section A-A) 
MS TYPE SHELL SJZE 
3" 
BAll' CDNE-
COUPLING 
',-----
MS TYPE SUELL 
1- PNEIIMATIC 
PR£SSIIRE BALANCED 
COIIPLING 
I MS TYPE 
ffiTt..J: "0'" 
o B' 1" PNEUMATIC PllC5SVAE 
8ALANCED 
COlJPllNG 
Figure 4-37. Booster Rise-off Ground Umbilical, Concept C 
Figure 4-38. Booster Rise-off Ground Umbilical, Concept C (Section A-A) 
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Figure 4-39 0 Booster Umbilical Handling Concept No.1, 
Fixed Elevation 
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Figure 4-40. Booster Umbilical Handling Concept No.2, 
Spring Mounted and Locked to Vehicle 
4-19 
Figure 4-41. Booster Umbilical Handling Concept No.3, 
Tail Service Mast (TSM) Type 
4-20 
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Table 4-1. Booster Riseoff Umbilical Carrier Concepts 
Service 
LH2 Fill and Drain 
JP-5 Fill and Drain 
GH
2 
Fill 
GHe Fill 
GN2 Purge 
Electrical 
LH2 Fill and Drain 
JP-5 Fill and Drain 
GH2 Fill 
GHe Fill 
GN2 Purge 
Electrical 
LH2 Fill and Drain 
JP-5 Fill and Drain 
GH2 .Fill 
GHe Fill 
GN2 Purge 
Electrical 
Concept A 
Size 
(in. ) Type 
10 Slip 
3 Ball and Cone 
1 Slip 
1 Slip 
4 Slip 
Rectangular Connector 
Concept B 
10 Pressure Balance 
3 Ball and Cone 
1 Pressure Balance 
1 Pressure Balance 
4 Slip 
Rectangular Connector 
Concept C 
10 Ball and Cone 
3 Ball and Cone 
1 Pressure Balance 
·1 Pressure Balance 
4 Slip 
No.4 0 MS 
4-21 
Operational Pressure 
(psig) 
90 
150 
1000 
3700 
150 
90 
150 
1000 
3700 
150 
90 
150 
1000 
3700 
150 
4 Required 
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Figure 4-42. <?rbiter Umbilical Handling Concept No.1, Retractable Boom 
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Figure 4-43. Orbiter Umbilical Handling Concept No.2, Counterbalanced 
Boom 
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Figure 4-44. Orbiter Umbilical Handling Concept No.3, Platform Mounted 
Retracting Arm 
4-24 
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4.1 BOOSTER UMBILICAL HANDLING CONCEPT NO. 1 t FIXED ELEVATION 
This handling concept is characterized primarily by the design features incorporated 
to accommodate relative motion of the vehicle umbilical carrier (Figure 4-39). The 
ground carrier is allowed to move horizontally in any direction to track the vehicle 
carrier motion while it is fixed in elevation. The coupling design, therefore, must 
be capable of accommodating the vertical relative motion of the vehicle carrier. The 
amount of vertical relative motion will influence the choice of the coupling concept. 
The slip coupling, of course, is capable of accepting the largest vertical excursions. 
It has been used with success on several vehicle programs. The ball and cone coupling 
has some advantages over the slip coupling, but it only has limited vertical motion 
capability, depending on the design of bellows and/or springs. 
Another important feature of Concept No. 1 is the use of a screw jack elevating mecha-
nism that provides a rapid engagement or connection capability for the ground carrier. 
It allows the ground carrier to be lowered out of the way during bo~ster erection on the 
launcher. This concept will also have provisions to cover the ground carrier and 
couplings with a blast shield for protection from vehicle engine exhaust blast. 
4.2 BOOSTER UMBILICAL HANDLING CONCEPT NO. 2 SPRING MOUNTED -
LOCKED TO VElllCLE 
The characteristic difference of Concept Number 2 (Figure 4-40) from Concept Number 
1 is that the g,Tound carrier tracks the vertical motion of the vehicle carrier as well as 
the horizontal motion. This, of course, allows a greater selection of coupling types 
because the design only has to accommodate tolerances and not relative motion. The 
ball and cone coupling can be used with the only disadvantage being the amount of 
separation loads generated by the thrust bellows. 
The thrust loads from the fluid pressure may be reacted by the spring loads. If this 
loading produces a structural penalty on the vehicle, then the coupling loads may be 
reacted internally by locking the ground· carrier to the vehicle carrier. The inherent 
relia9ility of the unlocked rise off disconnects may be retained by unlocking the locks 
after the pressure has been reduced and prior to engine start or vehicle release. 
4.3 BOOSTER UMBILICAL HANDLING CONCEPT NO.3 TAIL SERVICE MAST 
(TSM) TYPE 
Concept No. 3 is characterized by the horizontal release direction of the couplings 
(Figure 4-41). Because the disconnects must be in-flight (required for on-pad abort) 
and because they must be unlocked and ejected laterally from the vehicle after liftoff. 
the carrier lock(s) must have primary, secondary, and tertiary release modes (fail 
operational/fail operational). 
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Because there is no relative motion between the ground and vehicle carriers, the 
choice of couplings is not limited thereby. 
Included as part of the Concept No.3 is the articulation necessary to retract the mast 
out of the way during booster erection. Provisions are incorporated for local manual 
control of the mecharJsms to allow rapid engagement of the ground carrier to the 
vehicle carrier. The retraction of the mast also provides protection of the ground 
system from vehicle engine exhaust blast. 
This concept is advantageous when space limitations preclude the use of either of the 
riseoff concepts (Concept Numbers 1 and 2). 
4.4 ORBITER UMBILICAL HANDLING CONCEPT NO.1, RETRACTABLE BOOM 
Concept No. 1 for handling the orbiter umbilical carrier is comprised of a roller-
mounted retractable boom atop the service arm. The umbilical carrier is supported 
from the boom by a lanyard with the boom extended for umbilical carrier installation. 
The umbilical carrier is released and ejected from the vehicle pneumatically. Upon 
release signal, the lanyard is retracted by pneumatic cylinders mounted on the boom. 
Extension and retraction of the boom is accomplished manually with a rack and pinion 
and hand wheel. Adjustment of the lanyard for supporting the umbilical carrier during 
mating is accomplished manually with a hand wheel driving a worm gear reel. 
4.5 ORBITER UMBILICAL HANDLING CONCEPT NO.2, COUNTERBALANCED 
BOOM 
Concept No. 2 for handling the orbiter umbilical carrier consists of a spring counter-
balanced boom mounted atop the service arm. The umbilical carrier is attached to a 
the boom by a limited motion universal coupling thus providing stability to the umbili-
cal housing during installation and retraction. 
The ~ounterbalance springs are adjusted to support the weight of the umbilical housing 
thus providing ease of handling during installation and without imposing a Significant 
load to the vehicle structure. 
The umbilical carrier is pneumatically ejected prior to vehicle liftoff. The signal 
provided for the ejection of the carrier also provides the signal to pneumatically 
pressurize the retraction cylinder on the boom. When the retraction is completed 
the service arm can then be retracted to the tower and secured for liftoff. 
4.6 ORBITER UMBILICAL HANDLING CONCEPT NO.3, PLATFORM MOUNTED 
RETRACTING ARM 
Concept No. 3 for handling the orbiter umbilical carrier consists of a platform 
mounted retracting arm with a floating base to allow tracking of vehicle motions. 
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The umbilical carrier is mounted on links from the retracting arm with a manual posi-
tioning handle for vertical alignment during connect. Disconnect and ejection of the 
carrier from the vehicle is by pneumatic actuation. The floating base is mounted on 
parallel guide rods with ball bushings for friction free motion in a horizlIntal plane. 
Retraction of the arm is accomplished by a pneumatic cylinder actuated by the carrier 
release signal. An alternate method of mounting the retract cylinder positions the 
cylinder below the floating base and detaches the cylinder rod from the base so that the 
cylinder rod does not have to travel with the vehicle motions. As the cylinder is actu-
ated it pushes the base away from the vehicle and a link attached to the retracting arm 
causes the arm to pivot vertically and retract as the base continues moving. 
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SECTION 5 
CONCEPT EVALUATION AND TRADEOFF ANALYSIS 
Figures 5-1 and 5-2 are block diagrams that illustrate the flow for concept selection. 
It is recognized that more combinations are possible than shown, however, those 
shown are considered the most compatible combinations. The portion of the block 
diagram showing the selected electrical connector flow applies also to the selection 
of fluid connectors as well as to locking and release devices. 
5.1 CRYOGENIC COUPLINGS (UNWEIGHTED) 
Relative ranking numbers are shown in Table 5-1 for each parameter for the concepts 
under consideration. Each concept provides a vent port between the dual seals for 
vent or drain and monitoring of leakage past the primary seal. 
5.2 CRYOGENIC COUPLINGS (WEIGHTED) 
The ball and cone coupling with bellows and dual ring seal is ranked the highest due to 
its successful usage history for both L02 and LH2 , and its maintenance characteristics. (See Table 5-2). 
5.3 HIGH PRESSURE PNEUMATIC AND HYDRAULIC COUPLINGS (UNWEIGHTED) 
Relative ranking numbers are shown in Table 5-3 for each parameter for the concepts 
under conSideration. 
5.4 HIGH PRESSURE PNEUMATIC AND HYDRAULIC COUPLINGS (WEIGHTED) 
The l?lip coupling with O-ring seals attained the highest ranking due to its successful 
usage history and general Simplicity. (See Table 5-4.) 
5.5 LOW PRESSURE PNEUMATIC, H 0 GLYCOL, AND JP-5 COUPLINGS 
(UNWEIGHTED) 2 
Relative ranking numbers are shown in Table 5-5 for each evaluation parameter for the 
coupling concepts under consideration. Couplings with dual seals incorporate a vent 
port between the seals for vent or drain and monitoring of leakage past the primary 
seal. The slip coupling with a-rings is not suitable for cold gas venting. 
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Figure 5.2. Orbiter Umbilical System Selection 
Table 5-1. Cryogenic Couplings (Unweighted) 
Ball & Cone Ball & Cone-Bellows Slip-Dual Slip Press. Bal. Semi-Press. Bal 
r- r- with Bellows Primary-Ring Seal SF Up Prim. -Chevron Dual Up Conical-Dual MAJ<.Jfi PARAMETER WT SUB-PARAMETER \\'T Dual Ring Seal Second. -SF Up Seal Second. -SF Up Seals SF Lip Seals Seal 
TIME REQ'D TO CONNECT l;~iBILICAL (IXCLUD!:\,G PREP) 
VERIFICATION OF CONNECT 9 9 10 9 6 5 
ALIGNMENT REQUffiDIENTS 10 9 8 7 7 9 
CONNECT ADJUSnIENT REQUffiEMENTS 8 8 9 5 6 2 
AND 25')( CONNECT FORCE REQUIRED 6 7 8 9 9 10 
VERIFY 
PUSSIBILITY UF DA~L~GE TU CO~IPONE:':TS 10 9 8 8 7 6 
ADDITIONAL SYS REQ'D FOR COXXECT (P"EC, HYD. ELECT) 
PERSONNEL (CREW) REQUIRED 
SAFETY (PERSONNEL) 
EASE OF REPLACEMENT 10 9 9 8 8 7 
OPERATIONAL LIFE (WEAR RESISTAXCE) 9 8 8 7 6 5 
. ACCESSIBILITY FOR ~~INTENA:\'CE 9 9 9 8 7 7 
~INTAINABILITY 30% EASE OF COMPONENT REFl'RBISH~IE:';T 9 7 6 6 6 6 
LUBRICATION REQUIRED 
TEMPERATIJ'RE RANGE (PUSSIBILITY ~FLIGHT DA:m 
SIZE 7 9 9 8 4 5 
CONFIDENCE IN DESIGN (E)''PERIE:\'CE) 9 8 8 6 7 6 
REDUNDANCY PROVIDED 
FAILURE TO CONNECT 10 9 9 9 7 7 
FAILURE TO DISCONNECT 10 9 8 7 7 6 
RELIABILITY 35% FAILURE TO OPEN 
FAILURE TO CLUSE 
INADVERTENT CLUSURE 
CONTAMINATION TRAPS 
NUiIIBER OF PARTS 10 9 9 7 7 6 
COST 6 7 8 8 4 7 
WEIGHT (VEI!ICLE) 8 10 10 6 4 5 
COST 10% LUAD IMPOSED UN VEIIICLE 3 5 6 5 10 8 
SIZE 
WEIGHT (CRU!'XD) 
100'-: TOTAl. I 
CTI , 
CTI 
MAJOR PARAMETER 
CONNECT 
AND 
VERIFY 
MAINTAINABILITY 
RELIABILITY 
COST 
,.--
WT 
25% 
30% 
35% 
10% 
)OO'.~ 
Table 5-2. Cryogenic Couplings (Weighted) 
Ball &. Cone Ball &. Cone- Bellows 
- with Bellows Primary-Ring Seal WT SUB-PARAMETER Dual Ring Seal Second. -SF Lip Seal 
TIME REQ'D TO CONNECT UMBILICAL (i:'>CLt:DI:'>G PREP) 
VERIFICATION OF CONNECT 7 63 63 
ALIGNMENT REQUffiEMENTS 5 50 45 
ADJUSTMENT REQUffiEMENTS 5 40 40 
CONNECT FORCE REQUIRED 3 18 21 
POSSIBILITY OF DAMAGE TO COl\lpONE:-ITS 5 50 45 
ADDITIONAL SYS REQ'D FOR COl>'NECT (P:s'Et:,HYD,ZLECT) 
PERSONNEL (CREW) REQUffiED 
SAFETY (PERSOXXEL) 
EASE OF REPLACEMENT 8 80 72 
OPERATIONAL LIFE (WEAR RESISTANCE) 3 27 24 
ACCESSIBILITY FOR l-LJ.INTEXANCE 7 63 63 
EASE OF COMPONENT REFt:RBISHMEI\"r ~ 81 63 
LUBRICATION REQtnRED 
TEl\IPERATURE RANGE (POSSIBILITY INFLIGHT D.n!) 
SIZE 3 21 27 
CONFIDENCE IN DESIGN (EXPERIENCE) 1& 135 120 
REDUNDANCY PROVIDED 
FAILURE TO CONNECT 0 50 45 
FAILURE TO DISCONNECT 10 100 90 
FAILURE TO OPEN 
FAILURE TO CLOSE 
INADVERTENT CL()S1!RE 
CONTAMINATION TRAPS 
NUMBER OF PARTS 5 50 45 
COST 5 30 35 
WEIGHT (VEHICLE) 3 24 30 
LOAD IMPOSED ON VEHICLE 2 6 10 
SIZE 
WEIGHT (GROU:'>D) 
TOTAL j 888 838 
SUp-Dual Slip Press. Bal. Semi-Press. Bal 
SF Lip Prim. -Chevron Dual Lip Conlcal-Dual 
Seal Second. -SF Lip Seals SF Lip Seals 
70 63 42 35 
40 35 35 45 
45 25 30 25 
24 27 27 10 
40 40 35 30 
72 64 64 56 
24 21 18 15 
63 56 49 49 
54 54 54 54 
27 24 12 15 
120 90 105 90 
45 45 35 35 
80 70 70 60 
45 35 35 30 
40 40 20 35 
30 18 12 15 
12 10 20 16 
831 717 663 615 
Table 5-3. High Pressure Pneumatic and Hydraulic Couplings (Unweighted) 
! Slip-Dual Slip Press. Bat. Slip 
- - SF Lip Prim. -Chevron Dual Lip Dual 
MAJOR PARAMETER WT SUB-PARAl\IETER \\"T Seal Second. -SF Lip Seals O-Ring 
TIME REQ'D TO CONNECT UMBILICAL (INCLUDIl\G PREP) 
VERIFICATION OF CONNECT 10 7 6 10 
ALIGNMENT REQUIREMENTS 9 8 5 10 
CONNECT ADJUSTMENT REQUIREMENTS 10 5 ti 10 
AND 25% CONNECT FORCE REQUIRED 9 5 8 10 
VERIFY 
POSSIBILITY UF DAl"vIAGE TU COMPONE~lTS 8 7 8 9 
ADDITIONAL SYS REQ'D FOR CONNECT (PNEU, HYD.ELECT) 
PERSONNEL (CREW) REQUIRED 
SAFETY (PERSONNEL) 
EASE OF REPLACEMENT 8 6 7 10 
OPERATIONAL LIFE (WEAR RESISTANCE) 8 6 6 9 
ACCESSIBILITY FOR MAINTENANCE 9 6 7 10 
MAINTAINABILITY 30% EASE OF COMPONENT REFURBISHMENT 8 4 6 10 
LUBRICATION REQUIRED 
TEMPERATURE RANGE (POSSIBILITY u'lFLIGHT DA::\I) 
SIZE 7 7 5 10 
CONFIDENCE IN DESIGN (EXPERIENCE) 5 6 8 10 
REDUNDANCY PROVIDED 
FAILURE TO CONNECT 9 8 6 10 
FAILURE TO DISCONNECT 8 6 7 10 
RELIABILITY 35% FAILURE TO OPEN 
FAILURE TO CLUSE 
INADVERTENT CLuSURE 
CONTAMINATION TRAPS 
NUMBER OF PARTS 7 6 8 10 
COST 8 8 6 10 
WEIGHT (VEmCLE) 10 10 7 10 
COST 1070 LOAD Il\IPOSED ON VEHICLE 6 6 10 6 
SIZE 
WEIGHT IGHOUND) 
100"; TOTAL 
Table 5-4. High Pressure Pneumatic and Hydraulic Couplings (Weighted) 
Slip-Dual SUp Press. Bal. Slip 
r----- F SF Up Prim. -Chevron Dual Up Dual MAJOR PARAMETER WT SUB-PARAMETER Seal Second. -SF Up Seals O-Ring 
TIME REQ'D TO CONNECT UMBILICAL (lNCLt:DIXG PREP) I 
VERIFICATION OF CONNECT 7 70 49 42 70 
ALIGNMENT REQUIREMENTS 5 45 40 25 50 
CONNECT ADJUSTMENT REQUIREMENTS 5 50 25 30 50 
AND 25% CONNECT FORCE REQUIRED 3 27 15 24 30 
VERIFY POSSIBILITY UF DAMAGE TU COMPONE::-lT5 5 40 35 40 45 
ADDITIONAL SYS REQ'D FOR CONNECT (PNEU,HYD,ELECT) 
PERSONNEL (CREW) REQUIRED 
SAFETY (PERSONNEL) 
EASE OF REPLACEMENT b l4 48 56 80 
OPERATIONAL LIFE (WEAR RESISTANCE) 3 ~4 18 18 27 
ACCESSIBILITY FOR MAINTENANCE 7 63 42 49 70 
MAINTA INABILITY 30% EASE OF COMPONENT REFl"RBISHMENT 9 72 36 54 90 
LUBRICATION REQUIRED 
TEMPERATURE RANGE (POSSIBILITY INFLIGHT DA~I) 
SIZE 3 21 21 15 30 
CONFIDENCE IN DESIGN (EXPERIEXCE) 15 75 9CJ 120 150 
REDUNDANCY PROVIDED 
FAILURE TO CONNECT 5 45 40 30 50 
FAILURE TO DISCONNECT llJ 80 60 70 100 
RELIABILITY 35% FAILURE TO OPEN 
FAILURE TO CLOSE 
INADVERTENT CLuSURE 
CONTAMINATION TRAPS 
NUMBER OF PARTS 5 35 30 40 50 
COST 5 40 40 30 50 
WEIGHT (VEIDCLE) 3 30 30 21 3u 
COST 10<;0 LOAD IMPOSED ON VEHICLE 2 12 12 20 12 
SIZE 
WEIGHT (GROUND) 
100<;: TOTAL 793 631 684 !J84 
-. . 
tTl 
I 
00 
I 
MAJOn PARAMETER 
CONNECT 
AND 
VERIFY 
MAINTAINABILITY 
RELIABILITY 
COST 
Table 5-5. Low Pressure Pneumatic, H!p Glycol, and JP-5 Couplings (Unweighted) 
Ball & Cone Ball & Cone- Bellows Slip-Dual Slip 
-
.--' with Bellows Primary-Ring Seal SF Lip Prim. -Chevron WT SUB-PARAlIIETER \\"T Dual Ring Seal Second. -SF Lip Seal Seal Second. -SF Lip 
TIlliE REQ'D TO CONNECT UMBILICAL jl:\CLl':Dl:\G PREP) 
VERIFICATION OF CONNECT 10 10 10 9 
ALIGNMENT REQUffiEilIENTS 10 8 7 7 
ADJUSTMENT nEQUffiE~.IENTS 10 10 9 8 
25% CONNECT FORCE REQUIRED 9 9 8 6 
POSSIBILITY OF DAMAGE TO COMP()NE~<TS 7 7 9 8 
ADDITIONAL SYS REQ'D FOR COXXECT (PXEt:.HYD,ELECT) 
PERSONNEL (CREW) REQUffiED 
SAFETY (PERSONNEL) 
EASE OF REPLACEMENT 9 7 9 6 
OPERATIONAL LIFE (WEAR RESISTAXCE) 8 8 Q Q 
ACCESSIBILITY FOR MAINTENANCE 8 6 7 6 
30% EASE OF COMPONENT REFl'RBISH~IEXT 10 7 6 5 
LUBRICATION REQUffiED 
TEMPERATURE RANGE (POSSIBILITY IXFLIGHT DA)I) 
SIZE 7 7 9 q 
CONFIDENCE IN DESIGN (FXPERIEXCE) 10 7 6 5 
REDUNDANCY PHOVIDED 
FAILURE TO CONNECT 9 7 7 5 
FAILURE TO DISCONNECT 10 9 8 6 
35% FAILURE TO OPEN 
FAILURE TO CLOSE 
ItJADVERTENT CLOSURE 
CONTAMINATION TRAPS 
NUMBER OF Pi,RTS 9 7 6 5 
COST 8 7 7 6 
WEIGHT (VEHICLEI 8 8 10 10 
10% L01\D IMPOSED ON VEIIlCLE 7 7 10 9 
SIZE 
WEIGHT (GROUND) 
1001.': TOTAL 
.-
Ball & Cone Slip 
with Spring, Dual 
Ring Seal O-Ring 
8 R 
10 8 
7 9 
7 8 
9 10 
10 10 
ln ,n 
10 10 
10 In 
R In 
9 10 
10 8 
10 9 
8 10 
9 10 
9 10 
9 10 
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5.6 LOW PRESSURE PNEUMATIC, H20 GLYCOL, AND JP-5 COUPLINGS 
(WEIGHTED) 
The slip coupling with O-rings attained the highest ranking due to its overall simpli-
city and history of successful usage. It is not suitable, however, for cold gases. The 
ball and cone coupling with a spring and single ring seal is suitable for cold gases, but 
the ball and cone coupling with dual ring seals is a better choice for hazardous cold 
gases. (See Table 5-6). 
5.7 LOCKING AND RELEASE DEVICE EVALUATION (UNWEIGHTED) 
Each of the devices under consideration incorporates a pneumatic actuation device as 
an integral part with the exception of the hook latch which uses an external cylinder. 
Again, individual differences in the assigned relative ranking numbers are not great, 
however, the sum total after applying the weighting factors on the matrix presented in 
Table 5-7 shows greater differences in the relative merits of each. 
5.8 LOCKING AND RELEASE DEVICE EVALUATION (WEIGHTED) 
The collet locking and release device ranked the highest with the 4-ball male locking 
device next. The primary factors that cause the collet to be the higher ranked are: 
better load distribtuon, less wear due to brinneling, and ease of holding critical toler-
ances during fabrication. The self-cocking feature is also more easily incorporated 
into the collet device thus faCilitating ease of connection. (See Table 5-8). 
While it is recognized that the 4-ball male locking device is widely used on Saturn 5 -
Apollo, it is recognized that collet locking devices have also been used to a consider-
able extent. Hardware experience on Convair Aerospace's many and varied programs 
has resulted in a basic distrust in the use of ball locking devices. Component failures 
have resulted in impact ranging all the way from nuisance items to the actual loss of an 
Atlas-Centaur vehicle. 
The r~lative ranking numbers shown on the matrices represent, to a certain extent, a 
subjective evaluation. The numbers shown essentially "reflect the Convair Aerospace 
attitude regarding ball locking devices, beginning at the higher levels of engineering 
management. 
5.9 ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR EVALUATION (UNWEIGHTED) 
The relative ranking numbers appearing for each parameter in columns for each type 
connector under consideration are shown in Table 5-9. In order to evaluate the con-
nectors on a common baseline, the number of connectors required to provide a minimum 
of 12 each No. 1/0 contacts and 120 each No. 16 contacts is identified. 
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Table 5-6. Low Pressure Pneumatic, H20 Glycol, and JP-5 Couplings (Weighted) 
r---
Ball 8. Cone Ball 8. Cone- Bellows SUp-Dual Slip Ball 8. Cone Slip 
- with Bellows Primary-Ring Seal SF Lip Prim. -Chevron with Spring, Dual 
MAJOR PARA:lIETER WT SUB-PARA:lIETER WT Dual Ring Seal Second. -SF Lip Seal Seal Second. -SF Lip Ring Seal O-Ring 
TIME REQ'D TO CUIDiECT UMBILICAL (lXCU'DlXG PREP) 
VEHIFICATIUN OF CONNECT 7 70 70 70 b3 5G 56 
P,LIGN1IENT REQUIREMENTS 5 50 40 35 30 50 40 
CONNECT ADJUSTlIIENT REQUIRE1tENTS 5 50 50 45 40 3~ 45 
AND 25<;( CONNECT FORCE REQUIRED 3 27 27 24 18 21 24 
VERIFY 
POSSIBILITY OF DAJ\IAGE TO COMPO!IE~;T5 5 35 30 45 40 45 00 
A,DDITIONAL BYS REQ'D FOR CONNECT (PNEl'. m:D. ELEen 
PERSONNEL (CREW) REQUIRED 
'SAFETY (PERSONNEL) 
EASE OF REPLACEMENT 8 72 56 72 48 80 80 
OPERATIONAL LIFE (WEAR RESISTANCE) 3 24 24 27 27 30 30 
-. 
ACCESSIBILITY FOR J\IAINTENA:-ICE 7 56 42 49 42 70 70 
MAINTAINABILITY 30'./: EASE OF COMPONENT REFURBISH:lID;T 9 90 63 54 45 90 go 
LUBRICATION REQUIRED 
TEMPERATURE RANGE (POSSIBILITY rNFLIGHT D.nn 
SIZE 3 21 21 27 27 24 JU 
CONFIDENCE IN DESIGN (EXPERIENCE) 15 150 105 90 75 135 150 
REDUNDANCY PROVIDED 
F AlLURE TO CONNECT 5 45 35 35 25 5lJ 40 
F<\ILURE TO DlSCOIDlECT 10 100 90 80 60 lOu 90 
1-' 
RELIABILITY 35<,t F<\ILURE TO OPEN 
F:\ILURE TO CLUSE 
II':ADVERTENT CLOS{;RE 
I--
O)NTAMINATION TRAPS 
NUMBER UF PAIns 5 45 35 30 25 40 50 
COST 5 40 35 35 30 45 50 
\~'EIGHT (VEHICLE) 3 24 24 30 30 27 30 
1-' 2 14 14 20 18 11:1 ~U COST 10':(, I'JAD IMPOSED UN VElllCLE 
f---
f';a:ZE 
'X:'IGHT (GRUUND) 
-
Iocr: I! TOTAL 913 766 768 64& 916 945 
-
Table 5-7. Locking and Release Device (Unweighted) 
4-Ball Toggle Finger Hook Collet Ball Spring r--- r--- Lock Lock Latch Lock Latch Lock Lock MAJOR PARMvlETER WT SUn-PARA~rETEH W1' Male Female 
TIME HEQ'D TO CONNECT UlIlnILiCAL (INCLL'DING PREP) 
VERIFICATION OF CONNECT 10 8 8 10 10 9 9 
ALIGNMENT REQUffiEMENTS 10 9 8 8 10 7 6 
CONNECT ADJUSTMENT REQUIREMENTS 9 8 8 7 9 9 7 
AND 25% CONNECT FORCE REQUIRED 
VERIFY 
POSSIBILITY OF DAMAGE TO COMPONE~nS 10 8 8 10 10 8 7 
ADDITIONAL SYS REQ'D FOR CONNECT (PNEU, HYD, ELECT) 
PERSONNEL (CREW) REQUIRED 
SAFETY (PERSONNEL) 9 7 7 9 10 8 7 
EASE OF REPLACEIIIENT 10 10 8 7 10 8 7 
OPERATIONAL LIFE (WEAR RESISTANCE) 8 8 8 9 10 7 7 
ACCESSIBILITY FOR MAINTENANCE 
MAINTAINABILITY 30% EASE OF COMpONENT REFURBISHIIIENT 10 8 7 8 9 7 7 
LUBRICATION REQL1RED 9 7 7 10 9 8 7 
TEMPERATURE RANGE (PUSSIBILITY INFLIGHT DAM) 
SIZE 8 7 7 6 9 7 6 
CONFIDENCE IN DESIGN (EXPERIENCE) 9 8 S 8 10 7 5 
REDUNDANCY PROVIDED 
FAILURE TO CONNECT 10 8 8 10 10 9 6 
FAILURE TO DISCONNEC7 9 8 8 9 10 8 5 
RELIABILITY 35% FAILURE TO OPEN 
FAILURE TO CLOSE 
INADVERTENT CLOSURE 
CONTAMINATION TRAPS 
NUMBER OF PARTS 
COST 9 7 7 10 8 7 7 
WEIGHT (VElUCLE) 9 8 8 7 10 8 8 
COST 10'1 LOAD IIIIPUSI::D ON VElIICLE 
SIZE 
WEIGHT (GHOUND) 
100r; TOTAL 
Table 5-8. Locking and Release Device (Weighted) 
4-BaIl Toggle Finger Collet 
Ball Spring ~ .--- Lock Hook Lock 
MAJOR PARAMETER WT SUB-PARAMETER '\"T Lock Lock Latch Lock Female Latch Male 
TIlliE REQ'D TO CONNECT UMBILICAL (I:>CLl'DING PREP) 
VERIFICATION UF CONNECT 5 50 40 40 50 50 45 45 
ALIGNI\IENT REQUrnEMENTS 5 50 45 40 40 50 35 30 
CONNECT ADJUSTMENT REQUrnEMENTS 5 45 40 40 35 45 45 35 
AND 25% CONNECT FORCE REQUIRED 
VERIFY 
POSSIBILITY UF DAMAGE TO COI\IPONE~lTS 5 50 40 40 50 50 40 35 
ADDITIONAL SYS REQ'D FOR CONNECT (PXEti.HYD,ELECT) 
PERSONNEL (CREW) REQUrnED 
SAFETY (PERSONNEL) 5 45 35 35 45 50 40 35 
EASE OF REPLACElIIENT 7 70 70 56 49 70 56 49 
OPERATIONAL LIFE (WEAR RESISTANCE) 5 40 40 40 45 50 35 35 
ACCESSIBILITY FOR MAINTENANCE 
MAINTAINABILITY 30% EASE OF COMPONENT REFURBISHME~7 8 80 64 56 64 72 56 56 
LUBRICATION REQtiIRED 5 4!i 35 35 50 45 40 35 
TEMPERATURE RANGE (POSSIBILITY INFLIGHT DA:'.I) 
SIZE 5 40 35 35 30 45 35 30 
CONFIDENCE IN DESIGN (EXPERIEXCE) 20 180 160 160 160 200 140 100 
REDUNDANCY PROVIDED 
FAILURE TO CONNECT 5 50 40 40 50 50 45 30 
FAILURE TO DISCONNECT 10 90 80 80 90 100 80 50 
RELIABILITY 35% FAILURE TO OPEN 
FAILURE TO CLUSE 
INADVERTENT CLUSURE 
CONTAMINATION TRAPS 
NUMBER OF PARTS 
COST 3 27 21 21 30 24 21 21 
WEIGHT (VEIDCLE) 7 63 56 56 49 70 56 56 
COST 10% LOAD IMPOSED UN VEHICLE 
SIZE 
WEIGHT (GROUND) 
-
100'; TOTAL 525 801 774 837 971 76') 642 
Table 5-9. Electrical Connector (Unweighted) 
~ r-- Rectangular Deadface MS Shell Size 1140 Spherical Male, Split MS Shell #32 Large Round Plug 
~lAJOR PARAMETER WT SUB-PARA~iETER \\"T Connector (Cannon) (Cannon) Sleeve Female Contacts Pygmy (Gray & Huieguard) 
TIME REQ'D TO CONNECT U~lmLICAL (lNCLUDIXG PREP) 
VERIFICATION OF CONNECT 9 6 9 4 9 
ALIGNMENT REQUffiEMENTS 9 6 10 4 7 
CONNECT ADJUSTMENT REQUffiEMENTS 
AND 25% CONNECT FORCE REQUffiED 8 9 10 ~ 8 
VERIFY POSSIBILITY OF DA~L"GE T{J CO~IPONE'lTS 8 6 9 4 7 
ADDITIONAL SYS REQ'D FOR CONNECT (PXEU,HYD.ELECT) 
PERSONNEL (CREW) REQUffiED 
SAFETY (PERSONNEL) 
EASE OF REPLACDIENT 9 5 7 6 7 
OPERATIONAL LIFE (WEAR RESISTANCE) 8 6 9 6 7 
ACCESSIBILITY FOR ~L".INTENAXCE 
MAINTAINABILITY 30'k EASE OF COMpONENT REFURmSH~IENT 
LUBRICATION REQURED 
TEl\IPERATURE RANGE (POSSIBILITY INFLIGHT DA~I) 10 2 9 2 6 
SIZE 2 ReQ'd 9 5 ReQ'd 8 2 ReQ'd 7 6 Rect'd10 2 Rect'd 7 
CONFIDENCE IN DESIGN (EXPERIEXCE) 9 9 5 6 6 
REDUNDANCY PROVIDED 
FAILURE TO CONNECT 8 4 9 4 7 
FAILURE TO DISCOl'-.'NECT 9 8 10 8 8 
RELIABILITY 35~ . FAILURE TO OPEN 
FAILURE TO CLOSE 
INADVERTENT CL{JSVRE 
CONTAMINATION TRAPS 
NUMBER OF PARTS 
COST 9 8 7 10 7 
WEIGHT (VEIDCLE) 9 8 7 10 7 
COST 10% LOAD IMPOSED ON VEHICLE 
SIZE 
WEIGHT (GROVND) 
100<;; TOTAL 
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5.10 ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR EVALUATION (WEIGHTED) 
A weighting factor has been applied to the relative ranking numbers assigned for each 
parameter shown in Table 5-10. Those parameters that have more bearing on the se-
lection of a final concept carry the highest weighting factor. 
Primary factor influencing the higher ranking of the rectangular deadface connector 
are: lower possibility of inflight damage, fewer required, each connector contains 
aligning pins, and ease of replacement of the deadface panel. Confidence in design 
for both the rectangular deadface and MS shell size No. 40 connectors ranked high since 
the former is used on Atlas, Polaris, and Poseidon and the latter on Saturn and pre-
viously on Jupiter. 
5.11 DEBRIS PROTECTION (UNWEIGHTED) 
The relative ranking numbers for those parameters that affect a decision on selection 
of the most attractive debris protection method are shown in Table 5-11. A summation 
with weighting factors applied is shown in Table 5-12. 
5.12 DEBRIS PROTECTION (WEIGHTED) 
The internally actuated poppets attained the highest relative ranking primarily due to 
confidence in design based on past experience. Externally actuated devices rank low-
est due to additional actuation systems required. (See Table 5-12). 
5.13 DEBRIS PROTECTION METHOD COMPATIBILITY 
Table 5-13 is a chart that identifies the debris protection methods that are compatible 
with each of the couplings under consideration. An "X" indicates design compatibility 
while a blank indicates that the closure is not compatible with a given coupling. 
5.14 BOOSTER UMBILICAL CARRIERS (UNWEIGHTED) 
Tab~e 5-14 shows the relative ranking numbers for each parameter for the concepts 
under consideration. 
5.15 BOOSTER UMBILICAL CARRIERS (WEIGHTED) 
Concept A attained the highest ranking although it ranked only 13 points above Concept 
C. (See Table 5-15). Both Concepts A and C are appreciably higher than Concept B. 
Factors contributing to the higher ranking of Concept A are: overall simplicity, lower 
cost, easier component refurbishment, lower connect force required, and lower loads 
imposed on the vehicle. 
5.16 BOOSTER UMBILICAL HANDLING CONCEPTS (UNWEIGHTED) 
Relative ranking numbers for each parameter for the concepts under consideration are 
shown in Table 5-16. 
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MAJOR PARAMETER 
CONNECT 
AND 
VERIFY" 
MAINTAINABILITY 
RELIABILITY 
COST 
r---
WT 
25% 
30% 
35% 
10% 
100';r. 
Table 5-10. Electrical Connector (Weighted) 
- Rectangular Deadface MS Shell Size #40 
SUB-PARAMETER WT Connector (Cannon) (Cannon) 
TIME REQ'D TO CONNECT UMBILICAL (INCLUDING PREP) 
VERIFICATION OF CONNECT 10 90 60 
ALIGNMENT REQUffiEMENTS 5 45 30 
ADJUSTMENT REQumEMENTS 
CONNECT FORCE REQUIRED 5 40 45 
POSSIBILITY ()F DAMAGE TO COMPONE~lT:; 5 40 30 
ADDITIONAL SYS REQ'D FOR CONNECT (PNEU, HYD, ELECT) 
PERSONNEL (CREW) REQumED 
SAFETY (PERSONNEL) 
EASE OF REPLACEMENT 10 90 50 
OPERATIONAL LIFE (WEAR RESISTANCE) 10 80 60 
ACCESSIBILITY FOR MAINTENANCE 
EASE OF COMPONENT REFURBISHMENT 
LUBRICATION REQumED 
TEMPERATURE RANGE (POSSIBILITY INFLIGHT DAM) 5 50 10 
SIZE 5 45 40 
CONFIDENCE IN DESIGN (EXPERIENCE) 20 180 180 
REDUNDANCY PROVIDED 
FAILURE TO CONNECT 5 40 20 
FAILURE TO DISCONNECT 10 90 80 
FAILURE TO OPEN 
FAILURE TO CLOSE 
INADVERTENT CLOSURE 
CONTAMINATION TRAPS 
NUMBER OF PARTS 
COST 8 64 72 
WEIGHT (VEIflCLE) 2 18 16 
LOAD IMPOSED ON VEHICLE 
SIZE 
WEIGHT (GROUND) 
TOTAl. 872 693 
Spherical Male. Split MS Shell //32 Large Round Plug 
Sleeve Female Contact. Pygmy (G ray & Huleguard) 
~O 40 90 
50 20 35 
50 45 40 
45 2" 35 
70 60 70 
90 60 70 
45 10 30 
35 50 35 
100 120 120 
45 20 35 
100 80 80 
56 80 56 
14 20 14 
790 625 710 
Table 5-11. Debris Protection (Unweighted) 
Shut-Off 
Poppets Butterfly Butterfly SWing Split Flex Check Shut-Off Valve Sleeve, 
Internally Valves Valves Check Butterfly Cone Valve Valve Adjacent Pressure 
- r-- Actuated Internally Externally Internally 
Check & Poppet Adjacent Adjacent to Flex Balanced 
Internally Internally to to Line Coupling MAJOR PARAMETER WT SUB-PARAMETER WT Actuated Actuated Actuated Actuated Actuated Coupling Coupling (Ground) Only 
TIME REQ'D TO ClJNNECT UillBlLICAL (I~CLl"D1~G PREP) 
VERIFICATION OF CONNECT 9 7 9 5 3 2 3 10 10 5 
ALIGNMENT REQUffiEMENTS 8 8 5 5 3 5 10 10 10 5 
CONNECT ADJUSTMENT REQumEMENTS 
AND 25% CONNECT FORCE REQUIRED B 9 10 B 8 9 10 10 10 8 
VERIFY POSSIBILITY OF DAMAGE TlJ CO~IPONE'iT;) 
ADDITIONAL SYS REQ'D FOR CON:;ECT (PNEl',HYD,ELECT) 10 10 5 10 10 10 9 3 3 10 
PERSONNEL (CREW) REQUffiED 
SAFETY (PERSOl'.'NELl 
EASE OF REPLACEMENT 9 9 8 9 B 8 9 8 B 7 
OPERATIONAL LIFE (WEAR RESISTAXCE) 
ACCESSIBILITY FOR MAI:-ITE:lANCE 
MAINTAINABILITY 30% EASE OF COMPONENT REFl"!l.BISH~IENT 9 8 7 8 8 7 6 6 5 b 
LUBRICATION REQL1RED 8 8 7 9 9 10 8 7 6 8 
TEMPERATURE RANGE (POSSIBILITY lNFLIGHT DA~I) 
SIZE 
CONFIDENCE IN DESIGN (EXPERIE:-<CE) 10 7 6 5 5 1 5 9 9 5 
REDUNDANCY PROVIDED 
FAILURE TO CONNECT 
FAILURE TO D1SCOl'.~ECT 
RELIABILITY 35% FAILURE TO OPEN 9 9 B 9 9 lU B 7 7 9 
FAILURE TO CLUSE B B 9 B 6 5 9 B B B 
INADVERTENT CLOSURE 10 10 B 10 10 10 B 6 6 lU 
CONTAMINATION TRAPS 9 9 B 9 9 9 8 B B 6 
NUMBER OF PARTS 9 9 B 9 8 6 8 7 7 9 
COST 9 9 5 9 B 6 6 5 5 8 
WEIGHT (VEmCLE) 
COST 10% LOAD IMPOSED UN VEHICLE 
SIZE 6 9 9 B 9 B 10 10 10 9 
WLIGHT (GRlJUKD) 7 9 4 7 B 9 5 3 3 9 
-
lOOr; TOTr\L 
Table 5-12. Debris Protection (Weighted) 
• Shut-Off 
Poppet. Butterfly Butterfly Swing Spilt Flex Check Shut-Off Valve Sleeve, 
Internally Valves Valves Check Butterfly Cone Valve Valve Adjacent Pressure 
r-- ..-- Actuated Internally Externally Internally Gheck & Poppet 
Adjacent Adjacent to Ft.x Balanced 
MAJOR PARAMETER WT WT Actuated Actuated Actuated Internally Internally 
to to Line Coupllng 
SUB-PARAMETER Actuated Actuated Coupling Coupling (Ground) Unly 
TIME REQ'D TO CONNECT U~lmLICAL (INCLUDING PREP) 
VERIFICATION OF COI-."NECT 10 90 70 90 50 30 20 30 100 100 50 
ALIGNMENT REQUIREME!',TS 5 40 40 25 25 15 25 50 50 5~ 5 
CONNECT ADJUSTMENT REQUIREMENTS 
AND 25% CONNECT FORCE REQUIRED 5 40 45 50 40 40 45 50 50 5~ 40 
VERIFY POSSIBILITY OF DAMAGE TO COMPUNE~T3 
ADDITIONAL SYS REQ'D FOR CON!'lECT (PNEU,HYD,ELECT) 5 50 50 25 50 50 50 45 15 15 50 
PERSONNEL (CREW) REQUIRED 
SAFETY (PERSONNEL! 
EASE OF REPLACEMENT 10 90 90 80 90 80 80 90 80 80 70 
OPERATIONAL LIFE (WEAR RESISTANCE) 
ACCESSIBILITY FOR r.l.o.INTENANCE 
MAINTAINABILITY 30% EASE OF COMPONENT REFl'RBISH~IENT 10 90 80 70 80 80 70 60 60 50 6U 
LUBRICATION REQUIRED 10 80 80 70 90 90 100 80 70 bo 80 
TEMPERATURE RANGE (PUSSIBILITY INFLIGHT DAM) 
SIZE 
CONFIDENCE IN DESIGN (EXPERIENCE) 15 150 105 90 75 75 15 75 135 135 75 
REDUNDANCY PROVIDED 
FAILURE TO CONNECT 
FAILURE TO DISCONNECT 
RELIABILITY 35% FAILURE TO OPEN 4 36 36 32 36 36 40 32 28 28 36 
FAILURE TO CLOSE 3 24 24 27 24 18 15 27 24 24 24 
INADVERTENT CLOSURE 10 100 100 80 100 100 100 80 60 60 100 
r:ONTAMINATION TRAPS 1 9 9 8 9 9 9 8 8 8 b 
NUMBER OF PARTS 2 18 18 16 18 16 12 16 14 14 9 
COST 5 45 45 25 45 40 3D 30 25 25 40 
WEIGHT (VEIflCLE) 
COST 10'1, LOAD IMPOSED ON VEIIlCLE 
SIZE 2 12 18 18 16 18 16 20 20 20 Hi 
WEIGHT (GROUND) 3 21 27 12 21 24 27 15 9 9 27 
100(; TOTAL I_~ 00 895 837 718 769 721 654 708 748 728 6911 
*Not suitable for drain or vent 
Table 5-13. Debris Protection Method Compatibility 
COUPLWG TYPES 
Ball & Cone Ba 11 & Cone Slip-[)ual Slip-Prim. Press.Bal. Press.Bal.Conical Ballilo(.one Sl1p 
CLOSURE with Bfllows With Bellows SF Li pSea 1 Chevron & Dual Lip lJual ~F Lip Seals witn Spring. O-Ring 
METHODS Dua 1 Ring Seal Prim.-Ring Seal Sec.SF Lip Seals Ring Seal 
Sec.-SF Lip Seal 
Sleeve - Press. X 
Ba 1. Cplngs. Only 
Shutoff Valve Adj.to X X X X X X X X Flex Line {Ground} 
- .. --. ._--- f----
Shutoff Valve Adj.to X X X X X X X X Coupling 
.--------
Check Valve Adj.to X X X X X X X X Coupling* 
--
-----.------- ,,-
--
Flex Cone & Poppet X X X Internally Actuated 
Split Butterfly Check X X X X Internally Actuated 
Swing Check X X Internally Actuated 
Butterfly Valves X X X X Externally Actuated 
Butterfly Valves X X X X I nterna lly Actuated 
-
Poppets X X X X ). X I nterna 11y Actuated 
* Not suitable for drain or vent 
Table 5-14. Booster Umbilical Carriers (Unweighted) 
. CONCEPI' A CONCEPI' B CONCEPT C 
Carrier Containing Carrier Contalning Ball " Cone Couplings 
All SUp Couplings All Press. Balanced with Springs for Low 
Couplings Press.. Bellows for 
Medium Press •• Press • 
..-- .--- Balanced CoupUngs for 
MAJOR PARAMETER WT SUll-PARAMETER WT Over 500 pslg. 
TIME REQ'D TO CONNECT UMBILICAL (INCLUDING PREP) 
VERIFICATION OF CONNECT 9 8 9 
ALIGNMENT REQUIREMENTS 6 6 10 
CONNECT ADJUSTMENT REQUIREMENTS 10 6 9 
AND 25% CONNECT FORCE REQUIRED 10 8 6 
VERIFY POSSIBILITY OF DAMAGE TO COMPONE~TS 7 5 10 
ADDITIONAL SYS REQ'D FOR CONNECT (PNEU. HYD, ELECT) 
PERSONNEL (CREW) REQUIRED 9 9 10 
SAFETY (pERSONNEL) 9 9 9 
EASE OF REPLACEMENT 8 8 10 
OPERATIONAL LIFE (WEAR RESISTANCE) 
ACCESSIBILITY FOR MAINTENANCE 
MAINTAINABILITY 30% EASE OF COMPONENT REFURBISHlIlENT 10 9 6 
LUBRICATION REQUIRED 10 9 9 
TEMPERATURE RANGE (POSSIBILITY INFLIGHT DA)l) 
SIZE 10 8 9 
CONFIDENCE IN DESIGN (EXPERIENCE) 9 8 10 
REDUNDANCY PROVIDED 
FAILURE TO CONNECT 10 6 9 
FAILURE TO DISCONNECT 9 8 10 
RELIABILITY 35% FAILURE TO OPEN 
FAILURE TO CLOSE 
INADVERTENT CLOSURE 
CONTAMINATION TRAPS 
NUMBER OF PARTS 
COST 9 6 5 
WEIGHT (VEHICLE) 9 6 10 
COST 10% LOAD IMPOSED ON VEHICLE 8 10 5 
SIZE 
WEIGHT (GROUND) 10 9 8 
100'~ TOTAL 
Table 5-15. 'Booster Umbilical Carriers (Weighted) 
CONCEPT A CONCEPT B CONCEPT C 
Carrier Containing Carrier Containing Ball & Cone Couplings 
A 11 Slip Couplings All Press. Balanced with Springs for Low 
Couplings Press •• Bellows for 
Medium Press.. Press. 
.--- r-- Balanced Couplings for 
MAJOR PARAMETER WT SUB-PARAMETER WT Over 500 psig. 
TIME REQ'D TO CONNECT UMBILICAL (INCLt'DING PREP) 
VEIUFICATION OF CONNECT 3 27 24 27 
ALIGNMENT REQUffiEMENTS 5 30 30 50 
CONNECT ADJUSTMENT REQUffiEMENTS 5 50 30 45 
AND 25% CONNECT FORCE REQUffiED 2 20 16 12 
VERIFY POSSIBILITY OF DAMAGE TO CO~IPONE~T3 2 14 10 20 
ADDITIONAL SYS REQ'D FOR CONNECT (PNEU,HYD,ELECT) 
PERSONNEL (CREW) REQUffiED 5 45 45 50 
SAFETY (PERSONNEL) 3 27 27 27 
EASE OF REPLACEMENT 10 80 80 100 
OPERATIONAL LIFE (WEAR RESISTANCE) 
ACCESSIBILITY FOR MAINTENA:-ICE 
MAINTAINABILITY 30% EASE OF COMPONENT REFCRBISIBIENT 10: 100 90 60 
LUBRICATION REQUffiED 5 50 45 45 
TEMPERATURE RANGE (POSSIBILITY INFLIGHT DAM) 
SIZE 5 50 40 45 
CONFIDENCE IN DESIGN (EXPEIUENCE) 20 180 160 200 
REDUNDANCY PROVIDED 
FAILURE TO CONNECT 5 50 30 45 
FAILURE TO DISCONNECT 10 90 80 100 
RELIABILITY 35% FAILURE TO OPEN 
FAILURE TO CLOSE 
INADVERTENT CLUSCHE 
CONTAMINATION TRAPS 
NUMBER UF PARTS 
COST 5 45 30 25 
WEIGHT (VEInCLE) 2 18 12 20 
COST 10% LUAD HINSED UN VEHICLE 2 16 20 10 
SIZE 
L ____ WEIGHT ,(;!,OUND) 1 10 9 8 100':: TOTAL 902 778 889 
Table 5-16. Booster Umbilical Handling Concepts (Unweighted) 
CONCEPT 111 CONCEPT 1t2 CONCEPT 1t3 
r--- r-- Fixed Elevation Spring Mounted TSM Type 
MAJOH PARAMETER WT SUB-PARA:-!ETER \\'T J .ocked to Vehicle . 
TIME REQ'D TO CONNECT Ui\lBILICAL (lNCLlJDlNG PREP) 5 9 10 8 
VERIFICATION OF CONNECT 
ALIGN:'IENT REQlJllElIIE:\TS 
CONNECT ADJUSTMENT HEQUffiElIlENTS 4 8 10 5 
AND 25% CONNECT FORCE REQUIRED 
VERIFY 
POSSIBILITY OF DAlIL<\GE TO COiliPONE~iTS 9 10 6 3 
ADDITIONAL SYS REQ'D FOR CO""ECT (PNEU, HYD, ET_ECT) 5 9 9 6 
PERSONNEL (CREW) REQUIRED 5 9 10 4 
SAFETY (PERSONNEL) 3 10 a 1 
EASE OF REPLACEMENT 10 9 8 10 
OPERATIONAL LIFE (WEAR RESISTANCE) 
ACCESSIBILITY FOR lIIAINTENA:s'CE 10 8 8 6 
MAINTAINABILITY 30% EASE OF COMPONENT REFL"RBlSH)!E"l 7 9 9 6 
LUBRICATION REQUllED 
TEMPERATURE RANGE (POSSIBILITY INFL!GHT DAM) 
SIZE 3 8 8 4 
CONFIDENCE IN DESIGN (EXPERIE:\CE) 15 10 9 8 
REDUKDANCY PROVIDED 
FAILURE TO CONNECT 7 9 10 7 
FAILURE TO DISCONNECT 10 10 9 6 
RELIABILITY 35% FAILURE TO OPEN 
FAILUHE TO CLUSE 
~. 
INADVERTENT CLOSlJRE 
CONTAi\l!NATION TRAPS 
NUMBER OF PARTS 3 10 8 6 
-
COST 5 9 9 4 
WEIGHT (VEInCLE) 2 8 9 10 
COST 10% LOAD IlI[POSED ON VEfI[CLE 2 10 6 9 
SIZE 
.. 
WEIGIlT (GRl'UND) 1 10 9 6 
- lOO·J .~= 
'II TOTAl. 
NAS 10-7702 
Concept No. 1 utilizes a carrier with slip couplings mounted at a fixed elevation with 
a preset clearance between the carrier and the vehicle. Vehicle deflections are per-
mitted by changes in the clearance with overtravel provided by the couplings. 
Concept No.2 utilizes a carrier that is locked to the vehicle until completion of fluid 
transfer. Prior to engine ignition, the latches are released and verification received. 
In the event of an on-pad abort, the latches are re-engaged for subsequent propellant 
drain. 
Concept No.3 is similar to the presently utilized Saturn V Tail Service Mast. The 
carrier is locked to the vehicle and incorporates primary, secondary, and tertiary 
release modes. Retract cylinders are pre-pressurized to provide sufficient carrier 
retraction to clear the vehicle in the event that boom retraction does not occur. 
5.17 BOOSTER UMBIUCAL HANDUNG CONCEPTS (WEIGHTED) 
Concept No.1, Fixed Elevation, attained the highest ranking due mostly to higher 
grades for the reliability parameters. (See Table 5-17). 
Concept No. 3 ranked the lowest due to system complexity, adjustment requirements, 
additional systems required, additional personnel required, maintenance requirements, 
and overall reliability. 
5.18 ORBITER UMBILICAL CARRIERS (UNWEIGHTED) 
This matrix shows the relative ranking numbers assigned for each parameter for the 
various concepts under conSideration. More combinations are possible than those 
shown, however, those shown are considered the most compatible without undue dupli-
cation. (See Table 5-18). 
5. 19 ORBITER UMBILICAL CARRIERS (WEIGHTED) 
Concept C attained the highest relative ranking primarily due to past successful experi-
ence with ball and cone couplings and their inherent capability of self-alignment while 
requiring minimum engagement. The gear drive method of connection requires a mini-
mum of additional tools and/or equipment and provides positive alignment during the 
connection and engagement cycle. The collet locking and release device has a proven 
history of reliable operation with little wear and minimum refurbishment. Concept C 
with the 4-ball male locking and release device and Concept A utilizing the gear drive 
connect are still considered acceptable but do not incorporate as many desirable 
features as Concept C with the collet. (See Table 5-19). 
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Table 5-17. Booster Umbilical Handling Concepts (Weighted) 
CONCEPT n CONCEPT *2 CONCEPT 1/3 
r-- roo- Fixed Elevation Spring Mounted TSM Type 
MAJOR PARAMETER WT SUB-PAHAMETER WT Locked to Vehicle 
." 
TIME REQ'D TO CONNECT UMBILICAL (INCLt:DI:\G PREP) 45 50 40 
VERIFICATION OF CONNECT 
ALIGNMENT REQUmEMENTS 
CONNECT ADJUSTMENT HEQumEMENTS ~ 40 20 
AND 25% CONNECT FORCE HEQUIRED 
VERIFY POSSIBILITY OF DAMAGE TO COMPONE~ITS 27 30 18 
ADDITIONAL SYS REQ'D FOR CONNECT (PNEC, HYD. ELECT) 45 45 30 
PERSONNEL (CREW) REQumED 45 50 20 
SAFETY(PERSO~~EL) 30 24 21 
EASE OF REPLACEMENT 90 80 100 
OPERATIONAL LIFE (WEAR RESISTANCE) 
ACCESSIBILITY FOR lIIAINTENANCE 80 80 60 
MAINTAINABILITY 30% EASE OF COMPONENT REFURBISHMEl'."T 63 63 42 
LUBRICATION REQumED 
TEMPERATURE RANGE (POSSIBILITY INFLIGHT DA~I) 
SIZE 24 24 12 
CONFIDENCE IN DESIGN (EXPERIENCE) 150 135 120 
REDUNDANCY PROVIDED 
FAILURE TO CONNECT 63 70 49 
FAILURE TO DISCONNECT 100 90 60 
RELIABILITY 35% FAILURE TO OPEN 
FAILURE TO CLOSE 
INADVERTENT CLOSURE 
CONTAMINATION TRAPS 
NUMBER OF PARTS 30 24 18 
COST 45 45 20 
WEIGHT (VEffiCLE) 16 18 2Q 
COST 10% LOAD IMPOSED ON VEIIICLE 20 12 18 
SIZE 
WEIGHT «mOUND) 10 9 6 
'L 100',~ TOTAL 915 889 674 
Table 5-18. Orbiter Umbilical Carriers (Unweighted) 
CONCEPT A CONCEPT B CONCEPT C 
Carrier Containing Carrier Containing Ball & Cone Couplings with 
All SUp Coupling. All Pres •• Balanced Springs for Low Press .. 
Collet Lock & Release Couplings. Pneu Bellow. for Medium Press •• 
Connect w /Ball Press. Balanced Couplings 
Lock . for Over 500 pslg. 
.--- .....---. Gear Drive Pneumatic Gear Drive for Connect 
MAJOR PARAMETER WT SUIl-PARAl\lETER WT Connect Connect Ball Lock Collet 
TIME REQ'D TO CONNECT UMBILICAL (INCLl'DIXG PREP) 10 6 6 10 10 
VERIFICATION OF CONNECT 9 9 8 10 10 
ALIGNMENT REQUIREMENTS 6 6 5 10 10 
CONNECT ADJUSTMENT REQUIRE~{ENTS 9 6 6 9 Y 
AND 25% CONNECT FORCE REQUIRED 10 10 8 6 6 
VERIFY POSSIBILITY OF DAMAGE TO COI\lPONE~TS 8 4 4 9 9 
ADDITIONAL SYS REQ'D FOR CONNECT (PNEU, HYD. ELECT) 9 6 6 9 9 
PERSONNEL (CREW) REQUIRED 10 5 5 8 10 
SAFETY (PERSONNEL) 10 8 8 8 8 
EASE OF REPLACEMENT 7 8 8 7 7 
OPERATIONAL LIFE (WEAR RESISTANCE) 
ACCESSIBILITY FOR MAINTENANCE 
MAINTAINABILITY 30% EASE OF COMPONENT REFURBlSH~IENT 6 8 8 7 7 
LUBRICATION REQUIRED 8 7 7 8 8 
TEMPERATURE RANGE (POSSIBIL:TY INFLIGHT DA~r) 
SIZE e 10 7 8 8 
CONFIDENCE IN DESIGN (E}""PERIENCE) 8 6 6 9 1 0 
REDUNDANCY PROVIDED 
FAILURE TO CONNECT 
FAILURE TO DISCONNECT 9 7 7 9 10 
RELIABILITY 35% FAILURE TO OPEN 
FAILURE TO CLOSE I 
INADVERTENT CLOSURE 
CONTAMINATION TRAPS 
NUMBER OF PARTS 
COST 8 9 4 7 7 
WEIGHT (VEIDCl.E) 9 10 7 8 8 
COST 10% LOAD I~IPOSED ,ON VEHICLE 
"IZE 
i WEIGHT ((i(\OUND) 
-
.. 
L-__ 100';;· TOTAL 
Table 5-19. Orbiter Umbilical Carriers (Weighted) 
CONCEPI' A CONCEPT B 
Carrier Conta1n1ng Carrier Containing 
All Slip Couplings All Press. Balanced 
Collet Lock" Release Coupllngs. Pneu 
Connect w/Ball 
Lock. 
~ 
.....- Gear Drive Pneumatic 
MAJOR PARAMETER WT SUB-PARAMETER WT Connect Connect 
TIME REQ'D TO CONNECT UMBILICAL (INCLUDING PREP) 5 50 30 30 
VERIFICATION OF CONNECT 3 27 27 24 
ALIGNMENT REQUIREMENTS 2 12 12 10 
CONNECT ADJUSTMENT REQumEMENTS 2 18 12 12 
AND 25% CO~NECT FORCE REQUIRED • 2 20 20 16 
VERIFY POSSIBILITY ()F DAMAGE TU COMPONE~TS 16 2 8 8 
ADDITIONAL SYS REQ'D FOR CONNECT (PNEU. HYD, ELECT) 2 18 12 12 
PERSONNEL (CREW) REQumED 5 50 25 25 
SAFETY (PERSONNEL) 2 20 16 16 
EASE OF REPLACEMENT 10 70 80 80 
OPERATIONAL LIFE (WEAR RESISTANCE) 
ACCESSIBILITY FOR MAINTENANCE 
MAINTAINABILITY 30% EASE OF COMPONENT REFURBISHMENT 10 60 80 80 
LUBRICATiON REQumED 5 40 35 35 
TEMPERATURE RANGE (POSSIBILITY INFLIGHT DAM) 
SIZE 5 40 50 35 
CONFIDENCE IN I>ESIGN (EXPERIENCE) 20 160 120 120 
REDUNDANCY PROVIDED 
FAILURE TO CONNECT 
FAILURE TO DISCONNECT 15 135 105 105 
RELIABILITY 35% FAILURE TO OPEN 
FAILURE TO CLOSE 
INADVERTENT CLOSURE 
CONTAMINATION TRAPS 
NUMBER OF PARTS 
COST 7 56 63 28 
WEIGHT (VEHICLE) 3 27 30 21 
COST 10% LOAD IMP0SED UN VEHIC1.E 
SIZE 
WEIGHT (GRUUND) 
L-_ 100'': 1'OTAI. 819 725 657 
CONCEPI' C 
Ball " Cone Couplings with 
Springs for Low Press •• 
Bellows for Medium Press •• 
Press. Balanced Couplings 
for Over 500 psig. 
Gear Drive for Connect 
Ball Lock Collet 
50 50 
30 30 
20 20 
18 18 
12 12 
18 18 
18 18 
40 50 
16 ·16 
70 70 
70 70 
40 40 
40 40 
180 200 
135 150 
49 49 
24 24 
830 875 
.... 
o 
1 
..;j 
..;j 
o 
t>:l 
NAS 10-7702 
5.20 ORBITER UMBILICAL HANDLING CONCEPTS (UNWEIGHTED) 
The relative ranking numbers for each parameter for the concepts under consideration 
are shown in Table 5-20. The summation of ranking numbers with weighting factors 
applied is shown on the following matrix. 
5.21 ORBITER UMBILICAL HANDLING CONCEPTS (WEIGHTED) 
The highest ranldng was attained by Concept No.2, the counterbalanced boom. This 
concept ranked considerably higher than the next highest due to its overall simpliCity. 
(See Tab 5-21). 
5.22 HANDLING SYSTEM/COMPONENT COMPATIBILITY 
Table 5-22 identifies the components that are compatible with each of the umbilical 
carrier handling concepts. An "X" indicates design compatibility while a blank in-
dicates that the component is not compatible with a given handling system. 
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Table 5-20. Orbiter Umbilical Handling Concepts (Unweighted) 
CONCEPT #1 CONCEPT 12 CONCEPT 113 
-
..--
Retractable Boom Counter Balanced Boom Platform Mounted Retract1ng Arm 
MAJOR PARAMETER WT S'yB-PARAIIIETER WT Twin Cyl Single Cyl Attached Cyl Free Cyl 
TIME REQ'D TO CONNECT UMBILICAL (INCLUDING PREP) 8 8 10 7 7 
VERIFICATION OF CONNECT 
ALIGNMENT REQUffiEMENTS 
CONNECT ADJUSTMENT REQumEMENTS 7 7 9 6 6 
AND 25% CONNECT FORCE REQUIRED 
VERIFY P()SSIBILITY OF DAMAGE TO COMPONE~1TS 6 6 8 9 9 
ADDITIONAL SYS REQ'D FOR CONNECT (PNEU. HYD. ELECT) 6 7 9 7 7 
PERSONNEL (CREW) REQUffiED 6 6 8 8 8 
SAFETY (PERSONNEL) 7 7 9 8 8 
EASE OF REPLACEMENT 4 4 8 10 10 
OPERATIONAL LIFE (WEAR RESISTANCE) 
ACCESSIBILITY FOR MAINTENANCE 6 6 7 10 ~ 
MAINTAINABILITY 30% EASE OF COMpONENT REFURBISHMENT 8 9 10 6 6 
LUBRICATION REQumED 
TEMPERATURE RANGE (POSSIBILITY INFLIGHT DAll) 
SIZE 7 6 10 8 9 
CONFIDENCE IN DES!GN (EXPERIENCE) 9 9 7 4 6 
REDUNDANCY PROVIDED 10 5 10 8 8 
FAILURE TO CONNECT 
FAILURE TO DISCONNECT 9 6 10 5 5 
RELIABILITY 35% FAILURE TO OPEN 
FAILURE TO CLOSE 
INADVERTENT CLOSURE 
CONTAMINATION TRAPS 
NUMBER OF PARTS 
COST 8 9 10 7 7 
WEIGHT (VEHICLE) 
COST 10% LOAD IMpOSED UN VEIIICLE 10 10 8 6 7 
SIZE 
WEIGHT (GHUU~D) 6 6 10 8 II 
1007 TOTAL 
Table 5-21. Orbiter Umbilical Handling Concepts (Weighted) 
CONCEPT itl CONCEPT if2 CONCEPT 113 
-
Retractable Boom Counter Balanced Boom Platform Mounted Retracting Arm 
MAJOR PARAMETER WT StJB-PARA~IETER WT Twin Cyl Single Cyl Attached Cyl Free Cyl 
TIME REQ'D TU CUNNECT mlBILICAL (INCLUDING PREP) ~ 40 40 50 35 35 
VEHIFICATIUN OF CONNECT 
ALIGNMENT REQUffiEl\IENTS 
ADJUSTMENT REQUIIlE1IENTS C 35 35 45 30 30 CONNECT 
AND 25% CONNECT FORCE REQUIRED 
VERIFY PUSSIBILITY OF DAl\IAGE'Tv CO~IPONE~ITS 3 18 18 24 27 27 
ADDITIONAL SYS REQ'D FOR CON:<ECT (PNEU, HYD, ELECT) 4 24 28 36 28 28 
PERSONNEL (CREW) REQrIRED 5 30 30 40 40 40 
SAFETY (PERSONNEL) 3 21 21 27 24 24 
EASE OF REPLACE:\IENT 5 20 20 40 50 50 
OPERATIONAL LIFE (WEAR RESISTANCE) 
ACCESSIBILITY FOR ~L-\INTENANCE 10 60 60 70 100 90 
MAINTAiNABILITY 30% EASE OF COMPONENT REFURBISH:lIENT 10 80 90 100 60 60 
LUBRICATION REQUIRED 
TEMPERATURE RANGE (PVSSIBILITY INFLIGHT DA:lI) 
SIZE b 35 30 50 40 45 
CONFIDENCE IN DESIGN (EXPERIENCE) 1 ~ 135 135 105 60 9u 
REDUNDANCY PROVIDED 10 100 50 100 80 80 
FAILURE TO CONNECT 
FAILURE TO DISCONNECT 10 90 60 100 50 50 
RELIABILITY 35% FAILURE TO OPEN 
FAILURE TO CLOSE 
INADVERTENT C1..0SURE 
CONTAlIIINATION TRAPS 
NUMBER OF PARTS 
COST 5 40 45 50 35 35 
WEIGHT (VEIDCLE) 
COST 10% LOAD IMPOSED ON VEHICLE 4 40 40 32 24 28 
SIZE 
WEIGHT (GROUND) 1. 6 6 10 8 8 
100'; i TOTAL 00 774 708 879 691 720 
Table 5-22. Handling System / Component Compatibility 
lYPE COMPONENTS ORB ITER BOOSTER 
-'1 #2 63 61 N2 13 
Concept A Carrier Containing Slip Couplings X X X X X 
Carriers Concept B Carrier Containing Pressure Balanced Couplings X X X X X 
Concept C Carri er Conti. i ni ng Ball & Cone Couplings X X X X X X 
Rectangular Deadface Connector X X X 
Electrical MS Shell Size 140 X X X 
Connectors Spherical Hale. Split Sleeve Female Contacts X X X 
HS Shell Size 632 Pygmy X X X 
Large Round Pl.ug (Gray & Huleguard) X X X 
4 Ball Lock Male X X X X X 
Locking 
Toggle Devices Lock X X X X X 
Finger Lock X X X X X 
Hook Latch X X 
Collet Lock X X X X X 
Ball Lock, Female X X X X X 
Spri ng Latch X X X X X 
Ba 11 & Cone with Bellows, Dual Ring Seal X X X X X X 
Couplings Ball & Cone with Bellows, Prim. Ring Seal, Sec. SF Lip Seal X X X X X X 
Slip-Dual SF Lip Seal X X X X X X 
Slip-Prim. Chevron, Sec. SF Lip Seal X X X X X X 
Pressure Sa lanced-Dua 1 Lip Seals X X X X X 
Pressure Balanced-Cor.ieal with Dual SF Lip Seals X X X X X 
Ball & Cone with Spring, Single Ring Seal X X X X X X 
Slip-Single O-Ring X X X X X X 
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SECTION 6 
SELECTED CONCEPT REQUIREMENTS DEFINITION 
Table 6-1 contains a summary of the various weighted evaluation factors from the 
tradeoff matrices in Section 5. The single asterisk * indicates the various concepts 
selected to be included into the space shuttle booster fuel riseoff disconnect panel con-
ceptual design and the double asterisk ** indicates the various concepts selected to be 
incorporated into the orbiter umbilical conceptual design. The following paragraphs 
present a brief specification outline for the selected concept. Note that it has been 
described primarily for a space shuttle B9U booster and 161C orbiter configuration 
and has not been updated to agree with the most current space shuttle configurations. 
6.1 SELECTED BOOSTER CONCEPT DEFINITION 
The following paragraphs give a description of the salient features of the selected 
booster umbilical concept. Appendix A lists the drawings which have been prepared 
to detail this concept. Note that these drawings have been prepared to design a proto-
type of the concept for testing the handling and verification concepts only. As such, 
the design is not directly useable for a vehicle design but must be adapted to the speci-
fic application desired. 
6.1.1 HANDLING CONCEPT. Selected for definition is Concept No. 1 which is a 
riseoff type with a fixed elevation carrier, and elevated by worm screw actuators. 
Table 6-1. Weighted Evaluation Summary of Tradeoff Matrices 
Alternate Concepts 
CRYOGENIC COUPLINGS 
Ball and cone with bellows and dual ring seal 
Ball and cone with bellows, primary-ring seal and 
secondary-self forming (SF) lip seal 
Slip with Dual SF lip seal 
Slip with primary-chevron secondary-SF lip seal 
Pressure balanced-dual lip seals 
Semi pressure balanced (conical) dual SF lip seals 
6-1 
Weighted 
Evaluation 
Factor 
888** 
838 
831* 
717 
663 
615 
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Table 6-1. Weighted Evaluation Summary of Tradeoff Matrices, Continued 
Alternate Concepts 
HIGH PRESSURE PNEUMATIC AND HYDRAULIC COUPLINGS 
Slip with dual SF lip seal 
Slip with primary-chevron secondary-SF lip seal 
Pressure balanced-dual lip seals 
Slip with dual O-ring seals 
LOW PRESSURE PNEUMATIC, H20, GLYCOL AND J-P COUPLINGS 
Ball and cone with bellows and dual ring seal 
Ball and cone with bellows, pri-ring seal secondary-
SF lip seal 
Slip with dual SF lip seal 
Slip with primary-chevron secondary SF lip seal 
Ball and cone with spring, ring seal 
Slip with dual O-ring seals 
LOCKING AND RELEASE DEVICE 
4-ball lock, male 
Toggle lock 
Finger lock 
Hook latch 
Collet lock 
Ball lock, female 
Spring latch 
ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR 
Rectangular Deadface Connector (Cannon) 
MS Shell Size No. 40 (Cannon) 
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Weighted 
Evaluation 
Factor 
793 
631 
684 
984* 
** 
913 
766 
738 
648 
916** 
945* 
925 
801 
774 
837 
971** 
769 
642 
872* 
693 
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Table 6-1. Weighted Evaluation Summary of Tradeoff Matrices, Continued 
Alternate Concepts 
Spherical Male, Split Sleeve Female Contacts 
MS Shell Size No. 32 (Pygmy) 
Large Round Plug (Gray and Huleguard) 
DEBRIS PROTECTION 
Poppets, internally actuated 
Butterfly valves, internally actuated 
Butterfly valves, externally actuated 
Swing check, internally actuated 
Split butterfly check, internally actuated 
Flex cone and poppet, internally actuated 
Check valve adjacent to coupling 
Shut-off valve adjacent to coupling 
Shut-off valve adjacent to flex line (ground) 
Sleeve, pressure balanced coupling only 
BOOSTER UMBIUCAL CARRIERS 
Weighted 
Evaluation 
Factor 
790 
625 
710 
895* 
** 
837 
718 
769 
721 
654 
708 
748 
728 
690 
~oncept A - All slip couplings 902* 
Concept B - All pressure-balanced couplings 778 
Concept C - Ball and cone couplings with springs for low press, 
bellows for medium press and pressure-balanced 
couplings for over 500 psig 889 
BOOSTER UMBIUCAL HANDUNG CONCEPTS 
. 
Concept 1 - Fixed elevation 
Concept 2 - Spring mounted locked to vehicle 
Concept 3 - Tail service mast type 
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915* 
889 
674 
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Table 6-1. Weighted Evaluation Summary of Tradeoff Matrices, Continued 
Alternate Concepts 
ORBITER UMBILICAL CARRIERS 
CONCEPT A - All slip couplings - collet lock 
Gear drive connect 
Pneumatic connect 
CONCEPT B - All pressure balanced couplings, pneumatic 
connect, ball lock 
CONCEPT C - Ball and cone coupling with springs for low press 
and bellows for medium press, pressure balanced for over 500 
psig gear drive for connect 
Ball lock 
Collet 
ORBITER UMBILICAL HANDLING CONCEPTS 
CONCEPT 1 - Retractable boom 
Twin cylinder 
Single cylinder 
CONCEPT 2 - Counter-balanced Boom 
CONCEPT 3 - Platform mounted retracting arm 
Attached cylinder 
Free cylinder 
Weighted 
Evaluation 
Factor 
819 
725 
657 
830 
875** 
774 
708 
879** 
691 
720 
This booster fuel umbilical disconnect concept is characterized primarily by the direc-
tion of disconnect motion. the method of accommodating yehicle relative motion, and 
the method of accommodating the loads generated by the fluid system pressures. 
The umbilical couplings (for fluid and electrical services) are disconnected vertically 
in the direction of flight and as a direct result of vehicle motion. The ground half will 
remain at a fixed elevation and the vehicle half will rise with the vehicle and separate 
during liftoff. 
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During the extended time interval after the umbilical couplings have been mated until 
the vehicle is launched, the vehicle half of the couplings will be subjected to relative 
motion with respect to the fixed portion of the launcher. This motion has been estab-
lished arbitrarily as ± 2 inches horizontally in any direction from the nominal pOSition 
and ± 1 inch vertically from the nominal poSition. The horizontal motion will be 
accommodated by allowing the ground half of the coupling to move horizontally to track 
the vehicle. The relative motion between the ground half of the couplings and the fixed 
ground system will be accommodated by flex joints, flex hoses, or electrical cables. 
For the fluid and gas couplings, the vertical relative motion of the vehicle half is 
accommodated by a sliding seal between the coupling halves. While the vehicle half 
is allowed to move up and down due to vehicle motion, the ground half will remain at a 
fixed elevation. For the electrical couplings, the vertical relative motion of the vehicle 
half will be accommodated by spring-loading the ground half of the coupling against the 
vehicle half. The spring load must be large enough to overcome the dynamic loading 
due to engine generated noise and vibration. 
The pressures internal to the fluid and gas couplings generate a force on the piston 
area of the sliding seal and tend to force the two coupling halves apart. Upward motion 
of the vehicle half is to be restrained by the vehicle mass and structure. Downward 
motion of the ground half is to be restrained by structural supports from the ground. 
None of the vertical upward load on the vehicle is to be restrained by locks adjacent to 
the coupling(s) or carrier in order to alleviate vehicle structural loading. Incorpora-
tion of load relief locking devices would introduce an additional failure mode during 
launch. 
6.1.2 CARRIER CONCEPT. Concept A is a carrier containing all slip couplings 
and rectangular deadface electrical connectors, not locked to the vehicle. This carrier 
concept is essentially inherent in the handling concept as described in paragraph 6.1.1. 
Freedom of lateral motion for the ground carrier will be provided by four parallel 
compression struts. The nominal pOSition of the carrier will be maintained by four 
tension type springs. 
The ground carrier shall incorporate alignment pins that will engage with mating funnel 
fittings on the vehicle carrier. These alignment pins will reorient the ground carrier 
to align with the initial laterzl mislocation of the vehicle. The design of the pins shall 
be such as to assure that the ground carrier is aligned with the vehicle carrier to within 
± 0.050 inch prior to the point in the vertical travel that any of the vertical couplings 
start to engage. Each of the couplings shall incorporate self-alignment provisions and 
shall be mounted in the ground carrier to ensure proper engagement from an initial 
misalignment of ± 0.050 inches laterally and ± 1 degree angular misalignment. The 
electrical connectors must also provide for rotational misalignment. 
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6.1.3 SCREW JACK ELEVATING MECHANISM. The screw jack elevating mechan-
ism serves the following purposes: 
a. It allows the ground halves of the couplings (mounted in the ground carrier) to be 
retracted, or lowered, out of the way during the time that the booster is being 
installed on the launch support pedestals. A nominal 12 inches of motion has 
been assumed. 
b. It allows the ground halves of the couplings (all at the same time) to be rapidly 
engaged, or raised, under power and local manual control. 
c. It provides the support for the ground carrier and couplings to maintain them at 
the proper fixed elevation during vehicle relative motion and during the loading 
applied by the fluid and gas pressures internal to the slip couplings. 
6.1.4 PROTECTIVE BLAST DOOR (GROUND). This door (or doors) will be actuated 
by a ground pneumatic system after the vehicle has risen to an altitude sufficient to 
provide clearance for door movement. The door(s) outer surface will have sufficient 
structural and thermal integrity to withstand the direct impingement of the engine 
exhaust during the launch transient. The door(s) must be closed completely before 
the vehicle has risen to an altitude sufficient for direct exhaust impingement on the 
umbilical couplings. 
6.1.5 PROTECTIVE DOOR (VEHICLE). This door (or doors) will be actuated by a 
vehicle system after the vehicle has risen to an altitude sufficient to provide clearance 
for door movement. The door(s) will have sufficient structural and thermal integrity 
to withstand the environment to be encountered during the vehicle flight and recovery. 
6.1.6 CRYOGENIC COUPLINGS. The single cryogenic coupling in this panel will be 
nominal lO-inch size liquid hydrogen coupling and will have a 90 psig operating pres-
sure. It will be a slip coupling having a sliding seal piston area of approximately 50 
square inches (8-inch diameter). It will have dual self-forming lip seals similar to the 
Atla~ 11 inch liquid oxygen staging disconnect. It will have a tertiary seal to contain 
a gaseous helium purge adjacent to the dual seals. This helium purge will prevent 
cryopumping and ice buildup on the sliding seal surface. 
This coupling will be vacuum-jacketed and will not require the application of additional 
insulation after is is connected. The volume between the dual lip seals will be vented 
through a tubing connection on the ground side. This vent tubing will be monitored 
during verification of the connect phase when the coupling will be pressurized internally 
with gaseous helium or gaseous nitrogen. The acceptable amount of gas leaking out 
through the dual seal vent line will be established to provide a verification acceptance 
criteria. During actual liquid hydrogen transfer through this coupling, the volume be-
tween the dual seals will be vented to the gaseous hydrogen burn pond via a ground vent 
manifold system. 
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The coupling will also provide mounting provisions for an ultrasonic leak detector con-
tact transducer. The acceptable amount of ultrasonic energy produced by a leaking 
seal during the verification phase will also be established. One, or both, verification 
acceptance systems may be used for connect verification. Neither one will be used 
. during the propellant transfer operation. 
While it is recognized that the tendency is normally toward more and more instrument-
ation of a launch operation, it is suggested that having too many measurements carries 
the risk of aborting due to erroneous indications as well as requiring considerable ex-
pense for maintenance. It is further suggested that a better approach for verifying 
couplings is to conduct a design evaluation and qualification test program of sufficient 
scope to justify confidence in the disconnects and carrier systems once it is verified 
that they have been properly engaged. With a deSign which conducts primary seal 
leakage to a safe disposal, and with confidence that the systems were properly en-
gaged, neither ultrasonic nor telltale flow instrumentation should be required during 
the actual transfer operations. 
Both halves of the disconnect will incorporate internal poppets for protection of the 
system from airborne debris during the launch, flight, and recovery operations. 
These debris poppets will be spring-loaded to the closed position and will be opened 
automatically by the engagement of the two coupling halves. The poppets will close 
automatically as the two couplings are separated. 
The mounting proviSions for the ground half of the coupling and the attached vacuum 
jacketed duct will allow some slight lateral and angular motion with respect to the 
ground carrier to assure that the coupling halves will align during engagement and 
disengagement. The vehicle half of the coupling will be rigidly attached to the vehicle 
carrier. 
The ground carrier is mounted on a parallelogram linkage conSisting of vertical com-
preSSion struts. This linkage allows lateral freedom in any direction while keeping 
the ground carrier nominally parallel to the vehicle carrier. Because the compres-
sion struts move in an arc, the ground carrier is lowered very slightly as it is de-
flected from its neutral position. Before the ground carrier is driven up into engage-
ment with the vehicle carrier it is spring loaded to the :neutral position. 
As the ground carrier is driven up to engagement, the first contact is made by the 
carrier alignment pins on the ground carrier(2) with the carrier alignment funnels on 
the vehicle carrier. If the vehicle carrier is located at the nominal position, then the 
pins will engage the centerline of the funnel without a camming action. If, however, the 
vehicle carrier has some initial misalignment (horizontal mislocation) then the pins 
(tapered) will contact the side of the funnel first. As the ground carrier continues 
being driven upward, the tapered pin is cammed sidewise by the funnel on the vehicle 
carrier to bring the tapered pin into alignment with the funnel centerline. As the 
ground carrier is cammed sidewise the centering springs are being deflected from the 
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neutral position. The cylindrical portion of the tapered pins will enter the cylindrical 
portion of the funnel throat prior to the elevation required for any of the couplings to 
contact initially. Thus the 10 inch liquid hydrogen ground coupling half will be auto-
matically course aligned with the vehicle half just prior to initial contact. 
Initial contact of the ground coupling will be the tapered leading edge of the male ground 
half with the teflon funnel on the vehicle half. The camming action of the tapered lead-
ing edge and funnel will realign the ground half, as required, to provide proper coupl-
ing engagement as the carrier is driven upward to the neutral (or nominal)position • 
The ground coupling can slide sidewise slightly on either of the gimbal block bushings. 
The gimbal block bushings, in conjunction with the three gimbal joints in the liquid 
hydrogen vacuum-jacketed duct, will allow slight angular reorientation to assure that 
the cylindrical sections of the ground and vehicle halves of the couplings can engage 
and disengage without binding. The ground half of the coupling is spring-loaded to the 
neutral position prior to contact. The nature of the self forming lip seals is such as 
to be forgiving with respect to small out-of-roundness and centerline angular misalign-
ment. There is ample metal-to-metal clearance and the lip seals are flexible. 
6.1.7 HIGH PRESSURE PNEUMATIC COUPLINGS (GASEOUS HELIUM AND GASEOUS 
HYDROGEN). These couplings will be slip couplings and will have a 1-inch seal piston 
diameter. The gaseous helium disconnect will be rated for 3700 psig operating pres-
sure and the gaseous hydrogen coupling will be rated for 1000 psig operating pressure. 
Both couplings will incorporate dual O-ring seals. The volume between the dual seals 
will be vented through the ground side to provide a leakage telltale function during the 
verification phase (immediately after engagement). For the gaseous hydrogen coupling, 
the seal cavity vent line will be vented to the hydrogen burn pond vent manifold. For 
the gaseous helium coupling seal, cavity vent will be capped in order to force the 
secondary seal to act as a redundant seal rather than acting as a diverter to force a 
hazardous media (hydrogen) to leak into a safe disposal path. The gaseous helium dual 
O-ring seal cavities will be designed to avoid seal failure or damage due to high pres-
sure.gas trapped between the seals. The primary purpose of the back-up of the back-
up seal in the helium slip coupling is to force the leak detection tracer gas to flow out 
through the measurement telltale. Since the helium leakage, if any, can be safely 
vented to the ambient surroundings of the coupling, a safe disposal vent is not re-
quired. Given these facts, then it is very easy to make the back-up seal act as a 
true redundant seal simply by putting a cap on the cavity vent line. 
These couplings should not be cold enough to cryopump oxygen or nitrogen out of the 
ambient air, but frost or ice build-up may become a consideration. Ice scraper rings 
may be required. 
Mounting provisions for an ultrasonic leak detector contact transducer will be incor-
porated into each coupling. 
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These couplings will incorporate debris poppets and alignment provisions as described 
for the cryogenic couplings. 
6.1.8 FUEL (JP-5) COUPLING. This coupling will be a 3-inch slip coupling with 
dual O-ring and a 150 psig rating. The volume between the dual seals will be vented 
to the ground side as a leakage telltale during a verification and will be routed to a 
safe disposal accumulator during the JP-5 transfer operation. 
This coupling will incorporate debris poppets, alignment mounting proviSions and 
ultrasonic leak detector contact transducer mounting provisions as described for the 
cryogenic coupling. 
6.1.9 VEHICLE CAVITY PURGE GN2 COUPLING. This coupling will be a 4-inch 
diameter slip coupling with a single O-ring seal and will be rated for 150 psig. It 
will incorporate debris poppets, alignment mounting provisions, and ultrasonic leak 
detector contact transducer mounting provisions, same as described for the cryogenic 
coupling. 
6.1.10 HYDRAULIC SYSTEM PRESSURE AND RETURN COUPLINGS. These coupl-
ings will be similar to the JP-5 coupling except they will be 2-inches in diameter and 
will be rated for 3000 psig operating pressure. 
6.1.11 ELECTRICAL GROUND POWER CONNECTOR. Two separate 400 Hz, 3 
phase power circuits will be routed through a single Cannon-type rectangular faced 
connector. This connector will be an adaption of the Atlas type connector to delete 
the solenoid-release spring-eject feature and make it suitable for use with a ground 
carrier. It will incorporate the springs necessary to keep it connected while accom-
modating the ± 1. 0 inch of vertical relative motion. 
The mounting proviSion to the carrier must allow for the ± 0.050 inch self alignment 
capability while only permitting a small amount <± 30 minutes) of angular travel. The 
alignment pins in the connector faceplate must provide the automated alignment laterally 
and rotationally as the ground carrier is raised into the nominal pOSition. 
Each of the two 3-phase circuits will consist of four No. 2-0 wires. The current 
through the connector will be carried by bussed No. 12 pins. Nine adjacent No. 12 
pins will be bussed together to provide a No. 2-0 solder pot for the power cables. 
The electrical disconnect back-shell and faceplate will be purged with a positive gaseous 
nitrogen pressure. The back-shell will inQorporate Kellem grip strain relief. 
6.1.12 DATA BUS ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR. The data bus electrical connector 
shall be separate from the electrical ground power connector. The minimum require-
ments are for a quantity of 12 Number 12 pins. This will be provided either by a shell 
size 40 MS series connector or by an additional rectangular connector. The MS series 
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connector proposed for use incorporates shells specially modified for automatic align-
ment as the ground carrier is raised to the nominal poSition. The temperature rating 
of the insert material may prove to be too much of a handicap. 
If the MS series is used, it will provide adequate spares. If the Cannon rectangular 
connector is used, it will provide more than adequate spares. 
This connector will incorporate carrier mounting alignment provisions and gaseous 
nitrogen purge provisions as described for the electrical power connector. 
6.2 SELECTED ORBITER CONCEPT DEFINITIONS 
The following paragraphs give a description of the salient features of the selected 
orbiter integrated umbilical carrier concept. Appendix B lists the drawings which 
have been prepared to detail this concept. Note that these drawings have been pre-
pared to design a prototype for testing of the handling and verification concepts only. 
As such, the design is not directly useable for a vehicle design but must be adapted 
to the specific application desired. 
6.2.1 HANDLING CONCEPT. The handling concept selected for the orbiter umbilical 
carrier is the counterbalanced boom. In a manner similar to a desk lamp, the boom 
supporting the ground carrier is counterbalanced with springs to the extent necessary 
to take the dead weight of the carrier, couplings and hoses. With this boom properly 
adjusted, the carrier will seek the nominal installed position. The installing personnel 
will only have to overcome the friction brake on the main boom to engage the lower 
two spherical end guide pins. Further force will then be required to rotate the carrier 
on the lower guides until the collet lock is engaged. Positive visual indication of collet 
engagement is provided by the release pin when it is allowed to engage the expanding 
collet fingers. 
Ease of handling of the carrier may be further enhanced by using a spring suspension 
support for the flex hoses at approximately mid-span. This will reduce the tendency 
of the carrier to tip away from the vehicle thereby reducing the effort required of the 
installing personnel. The design drawings do not reflect this suspension system as it 
would be easier to determine the requirements on a working prototype system. 
Note that this handling concept does not require any auxiliary power or supporting 
systems to line up the ground carrier and engage the collet locking device. The task 
can very likely be done by one person, certainly by not more than two. When the 
release pin snaps into poSition there is no possible doubt that the lock has been pro-
perly engaged. 
The counterbalanced boom also provides the forces necessary to retract the carrier 
from the vehicle after it has been released and ejected. The tip boom balanCing cylinder 
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(spring balanced) will be pressurized in the center with 750 pSig GN2 at the time of 
carrier release. The resulting thrust load will cause the tip boom to swing down and 
away from the vehicle. 
At th3 same time, the main boom spring-loaded balancing cylinders (2) will be pres-
surized with 750 psig GN2. These cylinders will cause the main boom to swing up and 
away from the vehicle. The combined action of the two booms will provide more t1!an 
adequate clearance from the vehicle for the swing arm to rotate away from the vehicle 
path. Anyone of the three cylinders will provide enough clearance for the swing arm 
to rotate. 
A back-up system to the primary release kick-off and retract system is provided by a 
pneumatically-actuated lanyard. The direction of pull for the lanyard is directly away 
from the vehicle and slightly above the centerline of the ground umbilical carrier. The 
lanyard is attached to the collet locking mechanism release pin. If none of the primary 
release system is functional, the backup lanyard will: 
1) pull the collet lock release pin, thus unlocking the lock, 
2) perform the kick-off function of clearing the ground carrier 
from the vehicle carrier, and 
3) retract the ground carrier far enough to provide clearance 
for rotating the swing-arm to its retracted position. 
6.2.2 CARRIER CONCEPT. The selected concept is Concept C and is described as 
using ball and cone couplings with springs for low pressure and bellows for medium 
pressure and pressure-balanced slip couplings for pressures over 500 psig. It is 
further described as having a collet locking device and a gear drive for connection 
(pulling the carriers together after the collet is engaged). 
The foremost features of this carrier concept are the gear-drive collet locking-device 
with .the coupled gear drive guide pins. Prior to attempting to engage the ground 
carrier with the vehicle carrier, the collet lock and the four corner guide pins are 
extended from the face of the ground carrier 2 1/2 inches. It is verified that the collet 
is cocked and ready for engagement and that the release pin is extending from the rear 
of the locking device. 
When the carrier is properly pOSitioned with any two of the guide pins in their spherical 
seats, the carrier may be rotated around those two guide pins until the collet has entered 
the locking ring on the vehicle carrier. As soon as the collet is through the locking ring, 
the collet fingers will spread, allowing the spring loaded release pin to slide down be-
tween the fingers, locking the collet until the release pin is withdrawn. 
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At this point, none of the couplings have started to engage. Thus, the installing per-
sonnel do not have to provide the effort necessary to overcome the spring rates and 
seal friction of the couplings. The gear drive mechanism must be used to pull the 
ground carrier up to the vehicle carrier to engage the couplings. 
The coupled (synchronized) gear drive mechanism is powered manually with a standard 
universal (flexible) drive socket with an extended speed-handle (crank-not ratchet). 
Approximately 300 turns of the crank are required to move the carrier in the 2 1/2 
inches to full engagement. As the gear drive mechanism on the collet locking device 
pulls the ground carrier up to the vehicle carrier, the four corner guide pins are be-
ing pulled back into the carrier at the same rate. The carrier plates are thus held 
parallel as the engaging forces of the couplings attempt to force them out of alignment. 
At full engagement, the surrounding sldrt of the ground plate and its interior compart-
ment walls will be sealed aga inst the flat surface of the vehicle carrier. These walls 
and sldrts will form the separately purged compartments. 
Note that this carrier gear drive engaging mechanism does not require any auxiliary 
power or supporting systems to engage the couplings and pull the carrier plates to-
gether. This task can be accomplished by one person in four to five minutes. 
To release the collet locldng device 750 psig GN2 will be used to pull the collet release 
pin. The pneumatic pressure will be supplied to the cylinder through redundant ports, 
check valves, hoses, solenoid valves and reservoirs. The four corner guide pins also 
incorporate kick-off pistons and will be pressurized with 750 psig GN2 which is routed 
to the kick-off cylinders from separate ports connected to the release pin cylinder. 
Thus, the pressure must be applied to the release cylinder before the ldck-off cylinders . 
can be pressurized. This assures that the collet will be unlocked before the ldck-off 
cylinders apply additional load to the collet making it more difficult to unlock. 
The carrier may be manually disconnected from the vehicle if desired by reversing 
the connection procedure using the gear drive. 
Another feature of the carrier and coupling design is that an individual coupling may be 
removed from the carrier without separating the carrier from the vehicle. 
6.2.3 LEAK DETECTION SYSTEM. In order to verify in a minimum amount of time 
• 
that the couplings have been engaged properly a convenient leak detection system is 
built into the ground carrier. The operational leak detection system proposed is an 
ultrasonic sound detection system. For the prototype system an additional leak detec-
tion system will be installed that will quantitatively measure leakage from the tell-tale 
connection located between the primary and secondary dynamic coupling seals. Use of 
this prototype leakage measuring system will provide for calibrating the operational 
ultrasonic system. 
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The ultrasonic system will utilize piezioelectric crystal transducers mounted in a con-
tact mode, i. e., they will respond to the ultrasonic energy being conducted by the body 
of the coupling rather than the ultrasonic energy in the surrounding atmosphere. The 
ultrasonic energy being picked up, if any, will be the energy being produced by tracer 
gas leakage past the primary dynamic seal. 
By I:,lOunting a separate transducer on each coupling the task of discriminating a detected 
leak will be much Simpler than trying to search with a hand-held airborne1 sound probe 
or with several fixed airborne sound probes. In addition, the contact probes eliminate 
the attenuation factors associated with transmitting the ultrasonic vibrations in the 
coupling body into the air and then picking them up with a microphone (airborne sound 
probe). 
Each of the miniaturized contact probes will require a miniaturized signal conditioning 
circuit mounted nearby to transmit the transducer output to the remote switching and 
audio detection circuitry. It is planned to use a Simple audio (speaker) output and an 
audio analyzer (CRT) calibrated to lmown leakage rates for each coupling for the initial 
installation. It is conceivable that more sophisticated computerized audio snalysis 
techniques may be incorporated into the ground checkout software as the Space Shuttle 
Launch ProceSSing System matures. 
6.2.4 FLEXIBLE HOSE INSTALLATION. Included in the prototype design are the 
flexible hoses requird to allow the degree of freedom of movement required of the 
ground umbilical carrier. The ground carrier must be free to be retracted away from 
the vehicle far enough for SWing-arm rotation. It must also be free enough to allow 
carrier engagement by not more than two operating personnel with the aid of the coun-
terbalanced boom. And, it must also be free to track the vehicle relative motions after 
the ground carrier has been engaged with the vehicle carrier. 
It is intended that all hoses and couplings be installed in the ground carrier at the time 
that the carrier is engaged to the vehicle. This will ensure the minimum time expendi-
ture in connecting the ground services to the vehicle. 
Although not shown on the prototype deSign, it is intended that the mid-span of the hoses 
be supported by a spring suspension system. This will provide load relief during the 
manual engagement of the ground carrier. 
6.2.5 BALL-AND-CONE COUPLING, 2 IN. DUAL SEALS. This coupling is used as 
a gaseous hydrogen vent connection (2 places) and a JP-5 fill connection (1 place). It 
is a nominal 2 inch size, incorporates dual ball and cone coupling seals, has debris 
poppets, and has a leak detection/measuring telltale tubing top between the primary 
and secondary coupling seals. 
1 airborne - refers to sound transmitted through the surrounding air and does not 
refer to vehicle borne (airborne) equipment. 
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Each of the coupling seals receives an initial compressive load due to the spring rate 
of the integral bellows sections. As internal pressure is increased, the bellows will 
generate a thrust load due to pressure. This additional thrust provides a greater com-
pressive load for the coupling seals. Since the thrust load reaction on the primary 
seal tends to decrease the secondary seal compression, the secondary seal bellows 
has a larger effective diameter in order to assure that the compressive load on the 
secondary seal increases with increasing internal pressure. 
6.2.6 PRESSURE BALANCED COUPLING, 1 IN., mGH PRESSURE. This coupling 
is used as a high pressure gaseous helium fill connection (1 place). It is a nominal 
1 inch size and incorporates sliding coupling seals, a debris protection poppet, and 
a debris protection sleeve. Since the fluid being handled does not provide a hazardous 
vapor, dual seals are not provided. The tubing connection is for the purpose of venting 
the force balancing cavity to ambient pressure. 
6.2.7 BALL-AND-CONE COUPLING, 1 IN., DUAL SEALS. This coupling is used as 
an EC/LSS (water/glycol) supply and return connection (4 places), a gaseous oxygen 
vent connection (2 places), a full cell gaseous hydrogen purge vent (1 place), a JP-5 
tank pressurization connection (1 place), and an auxiliary propulsion system gaseous 
hydrogen accumulator vent connection (1 palce). This coupling incorporates the same 
features as the 2 inch coupling except it is scaled down to 1 inch. 
6.2.8 BALL-AND-CONE COUPLING, 1 IN., DUAL SEALS, VACUUM-JACKETED. 
This coupling is used as an LH2 fill connection (2 places) and an L02 fill connection 
(2 places). It is a nominal 1 inch size and incorporates dual ball-and-cone seals, full 
vacuum-jacketed insulation, debris protection poppets, and a leak detection/measuring 
telltale tap between the dual seals. 
The seals are compressed by a spring and a bellows in the ground half and by a bellows 
in the vehicle half. The vehicle bellows loads the primary seal and the spring and 
bellows in the ground half load the secondary seal. Since the primary seal compression 
tends to relieve the compression in the secondary seal, the bellows loading the second-
ary seal has a larger effective diameter than the vehicle half bellows. 
The vacuum jacket is not continuously pumped. It will be evacuated and baked and 
sealed off. 
6.2.9 BALL-AND-CONE COUPLING, 1/2 IN., SINGLE SEAL. This coupling is used 
as a fuel cell gaseous oxygen purge vent (2 places)and a fuel cell water vent (1 place). 
It is a nominal 1/2 inch size and incorporates a single ball-and-cone seal and debris 
poppets. Compression force for the low-pressure coupling seals is provided by a 
spring only. 
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